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program already

convert Spectrum
Enterprise Basic

that Commodore the gap between the games
own away the best machine and the business

af the 64 and that the computer,

s have little games Both machines have the

I. new advanced Basic and a
ver Commodore's choice of 121 colours. But,

llington stoutly de- unlike the Commodore 64,

he machines' capabi- there are no sprites and the

e said there were 121 sound facilities do not seem
available on the new very impressive.

•s and that, with the Commodore hope to have

ty of shading, it the 16K model in the shops
give absolutely by mid-September. The Plus/

endous effects’. She 4 should follow a month later.

potential.

Stuntman helps with bike gi

Famous stuntman Eddie Kidd has been putting his world

record-breaking expertise on a bike into assisting Martech

with their new game Jump Challenge. The game involves
|

jumping obstacles using bikes ranging from BMX's at the

start to powerful motorcycles - ifyou aregood enough.
According to Martech director David Martin

,
Eddie’s

experience has given a realistic feel to thegame. Currently on

tour in Sweden, Eddie will be at the official launch of the

I game at the Personal Computer World Show in August.

There will be a monthly competition with prizes of BMX
bikes and computer hardware.
Theprogram should be available by mid-August at a price

K-Tel are to sell their own-developed software under a new
brand name. Mike Dixon of K-Tel said that the move was

intended to 'let eveiyone know that our software operation

is an autonomous entity. The new name has yet to be

announced. The company hopes to release several games

for the Commodore 64 and the Spectrum at the end of

August. Mike Dixon described them as 'an improvement on

what we've done'. He added that the company was also

'looking very closely at the

,







SPECTRUM 48K E5.95
Once upon a lime, Zeus had one of his master craftsmen
fashion a mortal of perfect beauty — the first woman — he
called her Pandora — meaning "all gifts". Zeus presented
her with a golden casket, but bade her promise never to
open it, but Pandora grew curious and one day she lifted

the lid With a rush and a cry, out came all the ills that now
beset man; disease and sorrow, hate, jealousy, theft, lies

and many more. Pandora rushed to close the lid, but all of
its contents had escaped, save one, Hope" Since that
ill-fated day when Pandora infested the world with terrible

woes and suffering, Hope has always remained a comfort
to this troubled world — until now! Someone has stolen
Hope, and famine, disease and violence have taken over
the world.

Enter the magnificent and dangerous world of Ancient
Greek Legend in this amazing hi-res graphic adventure.
One-eyed giant Cyclops and the many headed Hydra are
But a few of the incredible creatures you will meet as you
sail treacherous seas and cross dangerous landscapes in

your struggle to return Hope to its guardians on Mount
Olympus, the home of the Gods.

BBC B or ACORN ELECTRON E7.95

Guy of Gisburne, treacherous henchman of the Sheriff of

Nottingham, has captured the lovely Maid Marion. In his

heavily defended castle — he holds her as bait!

Become Robin of Loxley, the hooded man, on a mission of

rescue and vengeance.

Written in t00% machine code and making full use of the

sound, colour and hi-res capabilities of each computer,

Gisburne's Castle blends the action of the arcade with the

challenge of an adventure, into one outstanding game.

Features:

* Hundreds of different graphic locations

ffc20 different animated and intelligent characters

* 1 5 different objects to be found and used

^Joystick option and user definable keys

1

Available from most leading retailers or directly by mail order

A Martech is the registered trade mark of A

Software Communications Ltd. rjf~
Martech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE

Dealer enquiries welcome. Tel: (0323) 768456 Telex: 87465 EXIM Brighton

MAIL ORDER
T|c

THE ODYSSEY OF HOPE — SPECTRUM 48K r
GISBURNE’S CASTLE — BBC B r

ELECTRON C
ro SOFTWARE COMMUNICATIONS LTD., DEPT. PCG





The Electron
hasaddedevenmore
strings to itsbow

The list of top quality soft-

ware for the Acorn Electron is

growing all the time.

As you can see, there’s already

an outstanding selection of excit-

ingprograms coveringeven thing

from monsters to music and

murder to marriage guidance.

And ultimately, the Electron

will enjoy a range of software as

comprehensive as that of its

illustrious big brother, the much-
acclaimed BBC Micro.

You’ll find all the programs

featured here at your local Acorn
stockist (To find out where that

is, simply call 01-200 0200.)

Alternatively, you can send

off for the Electron catalogue

and order through the post by

writing to Acomsoft, c/o Vector

Marketing, Denington Estate,

Wellingborough, Northants

NN8 2RL. del: 0933 79300.

GRAPHICS: Graphs & Charts,

Creative Graphics, PictureMaker.

BUSINESS: Personal Money
Management, Desk Diary.

EDUCATION : Tree of

Knowledge, Peeko-Computer,

Business Games.

LANGUAGES

:

LIS P. FORTH,
S-Pascal, Turtle Graphics.

GAMES: Starship Command,
Monsters, Chess, Draughts and

Reversi, Snapper, Meteors,

Hopper, Sphinx Adventure,
Arcadians, Free Fall.

QUIZZES: Theatre Quiz,

Crime and Detection Quiz,

Music Quiz, History Quiz,

Science Fiction Quiz, t . . I Do’,

The Dating Game.

CHILDREN’S EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE: Happy Numbers,
Timeman One, Timemail Two,

Wordhang, Happy Letters,

Map Rally.

4C0RNS§FT



Newfrom
Watchoutfar

#«M4Bgu
leaping your way-a lest ol speed and
tactics with tour screens each with
eight stages. Keep Mr. Bounce

7-level practice

program tor kid
brother (or dad!
is included.

On cassette lor the
BBC B (versions

theCBM 64 and
Spectrum co
soon). £6.95

Discover the excitement of creative computing with

GO SPRITE
a versatile,

which also demonstrates animation
With achoice ot joystick, lightpen or
control Go-Sprite has an icon-driven
**se andspeed of use.

Go-Sprite can handle up to 32 HiRes
and produce overlays up to seven lay

Sprite data tiles can be made on disk ortape and two
accompanying programs enable you to produce data and
arrays for use in your own programs.
For the Commodore 64, on cassette £9.95; or disk £11.95,

Commodore 6

finable keyboard
and system lor

ticolour sprites

Co hunting with
C4ESARTHECAT
Help Caesar clear the larder of mice. Hunting along crowded
shelves you guide Caesar as he chases persistent mice
which are devouring plates ot food. Widely praised when
launched on theCBM 64, acclaimed on the Spectrum,
Caesar is now here for BBC B owners.

On cassette tor BBC B and Spectrum £6.95 and
CBM 64 £8.95.

Cuddle yourownC4ESAR

SSEaS*





All the snappiest letters . .

.

Cameplay page
wanted
A suggestion to improve your excellent magazine (you did ask
for them!) Can we have a page where readers give tips on
popular games, exposing high-score tricks and strategies for

multi-level games. I'm sure this would prove very popular.

That's just what we think,

too, Carl. And that's why scoring gamesters and let

next month's PCG will see others share the secret of
the start of our new game- your success. Meanwhile, to
play section featuring dia- whet your appetite, here's a
grams, photos and tips from selection of tips and scores
the experts - yourselves. So from the PCG mailbag. Keep
get writing, you mega- the letterscoming in, folks!

Jet Set Willy tips
The order in which I play fet Set Willy is:

1. Go to the MegalYee.
2. Go up this and enter all sheets which are up here.

3. Doeverysheetontheground.
4. Do the sheetswhich are on the West.

5. Go up the stairs to the Nomen Luni and go right and do all

these sheets up to theTop ofthe House.
6. Go to Rescue Esmeralda and jump up. You end up at the

Ballroom East.

7. Do Orangery Conservatory.
8. Go up East Wall Base to DoctorJones then go to the Attic.

9. Go to the Conservatory and go to the Wine Cellar.

10. Go through the Secret Passage Way to the Forgotten

Abbey. Then go through, be careful of the Entrance to

Hades.
11. Do all the Underground sheets. Go to the Drive and go

back to the Master Bedroom.

Simon Watts, South Woodham, Chelmsford.

How to score high in the forest
I have just scored 324,287 pts on Forbidden Forest for the
Commodore 64. Unfortunately, when this score was attained,

there was no one with me as it was after 10.00 pm when I

started.

1 have found that it's possible to gain relatively high scores
by following a few simple guidelines.
1 When being attacked by the spiders, run after them and wait

until you are close until you fire.

2. For the bees, wait until they are at their closest before firing.

3. For the frogs, just fire either left or right and run a short

distance before re-loading.

4. With the Dragon, duck.
5. With phantom, keep shooting the skeletons until the

phantom is directly overhead.

6. For the snake, after loading shoot upwards as this generally

gets it. If you miss, however, do not reload until the snake
releases its venom.

7. For the Demogorgon, keep firing at different angles and

These are all the way in which I play this game, but my major
tip is to ensure that the ‘arrows peak trajectory markers’ (as it

says in the leaflet) are at the top of the screen.

I hope these tips may be of some assistance to your readers,

butthey work for me.

J. D. Lister, Stalybridge, Cheshire.

nutes. But it only takes three

or four minutes. Is this a
printing mistake, a Turbo fast-

loading game or is it a dud

Dustmandefence
We feel some reluctance in

writing to you, as letters from
whining software houses
complaining about bad re-

your rather off-hand replies.

However, we must protest

at the number of factual

errors in your review (May
84) of our latest release.

Dustman. We dispute that

the game is 'almost identical'

to Wild West Flero, since

WWH features increasing

numbers of identical bandits,

whereas Dustman has 20
different waves with over 40
different sprites with each
wave having its own anima-
tion pattern. We are also sur-

prised that you find the ob-

jects small as they are mostly
17 by 16 in size; i.e. as big as

JSWand fetpac.

Although the marks given

taken over reviews, especially

since they make up a large

proportion of your excellent

magazine. Perhaps a system
could be employed where
each game is reviewed by a

panel of three people, thus

helping to iron out bias

caused by personal opinion.

Mike Stockwell, Timescape

Software
starvation
I bought a Spectrum in Janu-
ary. I wasn't interested in

good software at first, but
after reading your excellent

magazine I wanted some
good, up-to-date programs.

So I started looking around.

1 found out that the two
stores in my city had never
heard of fetpac. Pyramid or

Lunar fetman and when 1

asked for Manic Miner they

told me they couldn't get it

because their supplier didn’t

supply it.

in three other nearby cities

they told me the same thing:

Never heard of, can't deliver.

Cause: transportation too ex-

pensive or programs are only
imported when they are over
one year old (that makes a
hacker look like some sort of

antique-dealer).

I finally drove 25km to find

Fighter Pilot and Atic Atac
and to get my hands on fetpac
1 had to go to Germany.
The Commodore 64

doesn’t seem to have many
problems with its software.

Manic Miner for this

machine is already available

for weeks but the version for

the Spectrum, from Bug Byte
or Software Projects, hasn't

been seen yet. And another
fact is that for every

Spectrum-program there are

three or more CBM 64 prog-

rams on the market in The
Netherlands. And the sales-

men in Germany told me that

they had the same problems.

The only way of getting

good programs is by driving

over 40km to a special com-
puter centre or by mail-order,

with the disadvantage of

buying without knowing if

you like the game.
The alternative is waiting a

yearor longer.

Can’t anything be done ab-

out this VLA OS (Very-late-

arriving- ofsoftware)?

We’re sorry Mike, but our
copy of the pre-release in- We’re very sorry to hear ob-
structions went amiss, mak- out your plight as a
ing life very complicated for software-starved Spectrum
our reviewer. All the games owner. Short of coming to
we review get the benefit of live in England, the best
two or three opinions, and thing to do is buy yourgames
we do our best to eradicate mail-order after reading our
personal opinion wherever authoritative Screen Test
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CheapThrills

FROOT LOOP
A great new game for only £3!
Blast your way through 60 levels of

machine code arcade action. Collect apples
and blue bananas. Dodge deadly guards and
blue boxes. All within a time limit!

You'll NEVER do it. But we've made it easy
for you to try. Order FROOT LOOP direct
from us and you pay only £3 (inc p p) —
so fill in the coupon and post today.

For any 48K Spectrum.
Kempston joystick option
All I4ti.iit.ims W-llhm 4H Ins Lit.-tim.- m .lliim H..i;

Sevnd to:

NTD Software, PO Box 543, London SW6 5DS
Tel: 01-736 9009
Here's £3. Rush me FROOT LOOP

NAME
ADDRESS
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DISK GAMES FOR THE
commodore

If you've got o 1 541
,
you don't wont to spend

ages waiting forcassette gomes to load. Freed

from the restraints of loading times,

Audiogenic Disk Gamescongiveyou typically

around 30K of machine code! More code
means better games, better graphics and
sound, more variation, and those little extra

touches that you will come to expect from a

ATYOUR DEALER NOW £ 1 2.95

LOOK OUTTOO FOR THESE AMAZING TITLES ON DISK -

FORBIDDEN FOREST, AZTEC CHALLENGE and SLINKY!

P.O. BOX 88, READING, BERKS. SEND FOR FREECOLOUR CATALOGUE!
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PCG Special/

WmsjBlM
Peter Connor reports on the first games with speaking parts

But no hardware add-on at all is

needed on Interceptor's Arabian
Nights (reviewed in this issue’s Screen
Test). Interceptor have used a routine all

the way from the USA to bring you
speech ofa high quality. It's throaty and
a bit gurgly but you'd still understand it

even if the words weren’t printed simul-

taneouslyon screen.

Less impressive is the speech incorpo-

rated in Tansoft's Chess on the Oric

1/Atmos. 'Zgrybolpfglmnkfg!', it says.

Or possibly Jdprreqntaighrhb, awkr.'

It's pretty hard to tell. With the help of a

hearing aid you might decipher it all as

‘You can't do that!' when you've entered

it's not worth having.

What's next?
Although what’s currently available in

the way of speech is rather crude, the

signs are that the next few months will

see more and more games with better

and better responses. The possibilities

are vast: imagine The Hobbit with the

characters replying to your commands
or even speaking to each other. Not
immediately, perhaps - but keep your
ears pricked up...



A VITAL PIECE OF SOFTWARE
FOR ATARI dOfl OWNFRS

A RUBBER KEYBOARD.
The flat keyboard of the Atari 400 know instantly which keys you’ve

isn’t very satisfactory to use. depressed.

It simply doesn’t put you in touch And by raising the keys it raises

with the computer in the same way as the standard of your machine,

a push button one. To set it up all you have to do is to

Our keyboard fits snugly over your peel off the adhesive backing and stick

present Atari 400 keyboard and does it on top of your existing keyboard,

exactly the same job. And we’re sticking a price on it of

Only it does it better only £19.95.

It makes programming and game So.whicheverwayyou look at it, it’s

playing so much easier because you akeyboardthatreallystandscut

Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, London W9 2AN, England. Tel: 01-289 3059.

Please send (qty) Keyboards at £19,95 each (Including VAT and P&P).

Enclosed is my cheque/PO made payable to Filesixty Ltd. Please charge my AccessE3 (Z1

Account I I 1 I I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 L .1—I I I 1 Total £
Expiry date

Name

Address :

Telephone Signature

Post to: Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, LondonW9 2AN, England.Tel: 01-289 3059.

Trade enquiries welcome.



io fabulous new Spectrum games jostled for that coveted Game-of-the-Month position in our exciting August issue. The

irds ofMidnight, from Beyond, won a narrow decision over Ultimate's Sabre Wulf- the follow-up to AticAtac. Beyond

their game an 'epic', and it's certainly big enough - the program has a staggering 4,000 locations and 32,000 possible

views. The graphics are superb and the game's quest will keep you engrossed through the hottest of heatwaves.

Sabre Wulf's startling graphics decorate a maze of 270 locations - mopped out for you in glorious technicolour in this

le and Spectrum owners have the bonus of another PCG hit, Stop the Express. This one has you crawling about on top of

a high-speed train as you try and fend off the attentions of a KGB agent.

Commodore 64 owners can have a mega-zapping time on Encounter, a 3D blockbuster with ace graphics, or try a

wackier task on Potty Pigeon, the new game from Tony Crowther — programmer of July's Game-of-the-Month.

BBC owners face an exciting time this summer trying to cope with Frak!, Aadvark's follow-up to Zalaga. Frak! features

srrific graphics, a witty scenario and infuriatingly compulsive gameplay. One way or another it's going to be a long hot



GAME: CASTLE ASSAULT

BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC <
wall, where you can pick up a bulging But with a little practice you soon get

bag of gold and move on to the next the hang of this. You then gobble the
machine: BBC screen. gleaming cherries for your bonus and

CONTROL: KEYS However, there are certain impedi- climb the ladder to the next level. This is

FROM: MRM, £5 70 ments to your progress. Your man - an where the going gets tough, because

attractively animated figure with blond here you have to try and leap onto a

A head for heights is needed in this hair and a blue cloak - must first of all moving platform which transports you

fiendishly difficult and addictive game, try to jump over three purple crusta- across a gap in the wall. This is a

Those who suffer from vertigo need not ccans (crabs?) in pits. These have pop- particularly tricky business; you must

apply, nor need those who do not have ping eyes, waggling claws and the dis- time the jump precisely, keep walking

the time or patience this game requires, concerting habit of jumping up and while you're on the platform and then

The idea is to get to the top of the castle down to giveyou a fatal nip. make another precision jump to get off.



on (he hop.
Nifty Lifty plays to some rather loud

and annoying music, but you can
choose silence if you prefer. You start

each new screen with the opportunity of
acquiring bonus points for completing it

in double-quick time and the challenge
of dodging yet more lifts as you rush
from side to side along each floor.

Nifty Lifty does look a bit too simple-
minded at first glance, but it's colourful

and compulsive and had me playing for
longer than I'd ever expected. Worth a
try if you’re tired of killing all those
innocent aliens. SC

Screen Test

• BBC • BBC • BBC •

though, is the sound. The game I

with a skirling bagpipe-style tun
each time you lose a life there

„ „ ot be a pursuit
to everybody’s taste, but in this program
it proves to be enjoyable and not too
taxingon the muscles.

It takes a lot of doing - rather more
doing than most people in the office

could manage.
Higher levels promise additional

hazards such as rocks coming down
ladders, snakes writhing in the pits, an
assortment ofbugsand faster speeds.

Castle Assault's graphics are excel-
lent. The castle walls are a brilliant red,
the hero moves nicely and the crabs are
gruesome. Best feature, though, is the
duck which flies across the top of the

This is a very good version of an
arcade original with some interesting
original touches of its own. PC



> BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC •
CAME: WEB RUNNER
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FHOMl ALLIGATA, £7.95

Ensnared in a web full of creepy craw-

lies you naturally enough want to eradi-

cate the whole lot. So you rush around
trying to plant bombs at the corners

before escaping. To protect you while

you're doing this you can blast the

spiders, flies, centipedes and ladybirds

with your laser. Feeling bloodthirsty?

Then just keep your finger on reverse

and fire away. One for the hardened
mega-zapper. PC

GRAPHICS 5

SOUND 4
ORIGINALITY A

LASTING INTEREST 3

OVERALL A

GAME: SPITFIRE

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: ALLIGATA, £7.95

Eight pages of closely printed instruc-

tions accompany this flight simulation

program in which the gimmick is that

you control not a super inter-galactic

dual laser warp-drive hyper-space ship,

but a World War II Spitfire. Screen

display is blue with white instruments

and alters very little whether you're on
the ground or in the air. Sound is dull. 1

think I'll wait for the Messerschmidt.PC

GRAPHICS A

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 3

LASTING INTEREST A

OVERALL A_

GAME: DARTS
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICKS

FROM: MRM SOFTWARE, £5.70

Until software appears which makes the

BBC emit a smell of beer and smoke
Darts will lack some of the atmosphere
of the real-life pub game, but otherwise

it'sa pretty faithful copy.

Graphics are functional in this game.

It draws a dart board, moves darts

around and records scores. Sound is

minimal.
Darts offers the usual 501 down game

(the starting number can be varied) with

the round-the-clock and ‘cricket' games
as variations. In 501 you don’t have to

start on a double, a pity because this

would have made it more challenging.

You must finish on a double though.

and the doubles and trebles are the only

really tricky operation.

Three darts are used on each turn, and
proceed around the screen controlled

by keys or joysticks. Left to themselves,

they track across the board at a rather

stately wobble, but are pretty easy to

control. I found I was scoring 20s easily,

and the doubles and trebles come with

Round-the-clock is self-explanatory.

GAME: CROAKIT

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: KERIAN, £5.95

No prizes for guessing what Croakil is

No. it's not another cricket game from
Virgin, it's a version of frogger for the

BBC, and not a bad one at that.

Croakil is an unusually faithful

you hop your amphibian across road

and river you will encounter familiar

flics and alligators, not to mention of

The turtles in this version duck rather

more rapidly than in most and you have

to choose your turtle carefully if you

don't want to get a ducking and lose one
ofyour three lives.

You move up through the different

levels by hopping five frogs up the

screen in each level. Higher levels bring

different traffic patterns on the road and
new hazards, including a snake which
patrols the riverbank

.

GAME: FRENZY

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: MICROPOWER, £7.95

Frenzy is closely related to Qix, an old
arcade favourite that is, alas, no longer
with us - at least not in the arcades I've
visited recently.

A large rectangle flashes on to the

CAME: ARTISAN 1

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: OIC.

Artisan 1 is not a game but a means to

better games of your own. It is aimed to
take the sweat out of defining your own
characters using the VDU 23 command.
Instead of laboriously planning out a
shape, and calculating eight parameters

32 PCGAMES

screen. Your craft is located on the

perimeter and within the rectangle a

dangerous Lepton snakes to and fro.

rebounding off the walls and trying to

As you move your craft into the

rectangle it draws a green trail behind it

Your aim is to fence off a part of the

rectangle which will then be filled in

with a different colour. The Lepton is

then confined to the remaining area of

yourself, Artisan 1 does the work for

What you gel is two tapes, each with

identical content on either side. The first

contains the programs to load and run

Artisan 1 and also includes a number of

programs for demonstration purposes.

The second has a number of pre-

recorded shapes, graphics and foreign

character sets, including a space shuttle,

chess pieces and Greek, Japanese and
Cyrillic alphabets.

the screen. You can destroy it either by

trapping it in the area which is filled in,

or by filling in 95% of the rectangle. A
sliding scale at the bottom of the screen

indicates how much of the rectangle

you've painted.

If the Lepton hits either your craft or

the green trail you will lose a life.

You have a choice of two speeds

when controlling your ship. High speed

enables you to fence off larger areas of

Once you have loaded up the tape you

are faced with a design grid of 16 cells,

with 1,024 pixels in all, on which you

develop designs. Adjoining this is a

mode 4 display which repeats the design

in true size. In addition to this a com-
mand menu is supplied.

The area at the foot of the screen

displays any shapes you have saved in

four rows of divided ASCII values, with

an ASCII 'ruler' at the foot for easy

noting of numbers.
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BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC • BBC
GAME: BLOCKBUSTER
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL! KEYS
FROM: MICRO POWER. £7.95

This is a cute variation on the Q"Ber<
theme set on an arrangement of blocks
which is supposed to be the Giant's
Causeway in Ireland. Harvey the Bunny
is jumping around to find the Elixir of
Life. Trying to stop him are Reynard the

GAME: DIGGER

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: VISIONS, £5,95

Tunnel around killing the red goggle
aliens - Footas - and the green dragons
- Pubars - by either blasting them three

times with some sort of gun or by
digging away the earth so that the rocks
drop on them. Yes, folks, it's Dig-Dug

You start by hitting a 1 and then proceed
to score in numerical order up to 20,

losing a go whenever you hit the wrong
target. There are. however, more dif-

ficult versions which use doubles or
trebles only.

'Cricket' is a game which has one
player scoring over 1 1 turns while the

otherthen tries to hit bulls for ‘wickets’.

Darts is fine for relaxation after some
other brain (and finger) twisting game,

The graphics aren’t bad at all and the

action is fairly snappy. There’s a time

limit for each frog so you mustn't hang
about unless you want to lose a life.

Frogger was never one of my favourite

games but I have to admit that Croakit
had me cursing away at the keyboard. At
the higher levels it's horribly tricky

The control keys arc the tried and
trusted Z, X, /, and : for left, right, up
and down, and there's an eight position

the rectangle, but low speed filling

scores twice as many points. There’s

also a time bonuson each screen.

At the higher levels you will find

yourself fencing off up to five Leptons.
You will also have to cope with Chasers,

who scuttle along the boundary lines.

Despite the simple graphics, Frenzy is

a challenging game that demands quick
reactions and careful timing, It falls into
that small but successful category of

Using cursor keys for positioning you
can set (fill in) and delete pixels to give
the desired shape. Their counterparts
'fill' and ‘erase’ do this on a larger scale
for whole cells.

The copy, invert, rotate and mirror
commands give plenty of scope to play
with different versions of a shape until

you have the result you want. Shapes
can be stored to and retrieved from
cassette, or outputted to a printer.

The accompanying booklet contains

Fox, cascading balls and a guano-
excreting bird. The usual diagonal
movement and the usual task of colour
ing the squares. Nice graphics - even if a

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 4

ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 6

time again. And a pretty dull version it

is, too, with merely average graphics and
very ordinary sound. Mining’s got to be
more fun than this. PC

GRAPHICS 5
SOUND 4
ORIGINALITY 1

LASTING INTEREST 2
OVERALL

3

fine for beginners and fine as a game
which succeeds in what it sets out to be.

but it probably will not hold most users'

interest too long. MS

GRAPHICS Si

SOUND 2
ORIGINALITY 6
LASTING INTEREST 3
OVERALL 4

high score table. You'll have to top

8,000 points to put yourself in third

place, and I guarantee you won't find it

at all easy. SC

GRAPHICS 6
SOUND 5
ORIGINALITY 2
LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 5

games that may look a little dull but tum
out tobeenjoyable and addictive.

One for all fans of Demon Decorator,
Potty Painter or Qix. SC

GRAPHICS 4

SOUND 4
ORIGINALITY 3
LASTING INTEREST 7

OVERALL 6

clear instructions and a good step-by-

step demonstration session and will

repay careful study. Artisan 1 constant-

ly improves with practice. Owners of

Aries-20 boards may get loading dif-

iculties if the board is on. MS
GRAPHICS 8

SOUND 4
ORIGINALITY 8

LASTING INTEREST ?
OVERALL B
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CRUSADER

NEW
SPECTRUM
KEYBOARDS...

Interface 1 Compatible
6 Convenience Keys
inc. Full Size Space
Bar

22 AUTOSHIFTED
Special Function Keys

WOKING COMPUTER CENTRE
32 Chertsey Road. Woking, Surrey.
Telephone Woking (048 62) 23845.
Trade enquiries welcome

E8 90 Frak!
- - - from better Dealers

HIRE SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE

OVER 280 different tapes tor hire in-

truding ARCADE. ADVENTURE. BUS-

INESS. EDUCATIONAL, etc -even an m/c

Compiler FREE 26 page catalogue. FREE
newsletter, with trims, tips and our top

OVER 3000 tapes in stock, with up to 60

LOWEST PRICES - hire up to 3 tapes at a

lime, from 63p each lor two weeks hire.

(Plus p&p and VAT). European members

welcome.

Tapes tor sale at DISCOUNT prices.

Telephone 01-661 9240 (9am - 5pm) or

write for further details, or complete the

coupon and JOIN TODAY - you've nothing

BAm*1 i liUI
|

2irr«

SWOP your unwanted I

tapes with tapes from I

other members lor a

handling charge of only I

60p (plus p&p and VAT)
f

NATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY
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Screen Tes*

1C 20 • VIC 20 • VIC 20 • VIC 20 1

finally break surface.

Well I did say it was boring! To make
matters worse the miniscule bags ofgold
are virtually invisible and the sound
track is infuriating.

to collect a gun and as for reaching level

four to thrill at the spectacle of falling

rocks... no thanks! I'll just use up my
lives being squashed by a lift. LM

there is one ace up your sleeve: using the
same cosmic broom, sweep one of your
purple Death or Glory Boys down a
tunnel and then get ready for screen

Ah! the mutant queen is right at the
bottom, guarding her eggs. Make danger
man shin down the ladder, avoiding
falling rocks, and plant a bomb right

near the megaslug. Scramble back to the
open and KAPOW! - one burrow gone.

laurels. You will want to bag a few more
targets and may have to CRASH DI-
VE.. .run silent - run deep. On to pas-
tures new, but first check the batteries,

the fuel and air supply plus any damage
sustained. While on predatory missions
near the coast or any of the Mediterra-
nean Islands watch out for the rocks
beneath your keel. Quite a lot to moni-
tor and therefore plenty of scope to
improve your playing ability. ..months

I was really impressed by the good us

of graphics married to relevant, varied
sound effects.

GRAPHICS

SOUND :

ORIGINALITY <

LASTING INTEREST I

OVERALL ;

must be wary of the tank that is blasting

its way through a wall to try and force
your space-ship to leave without you (a
cleverly disguised time limit!).

Sound is good outside the actual
game with a short rendition of The
Entertainer', at the start and a few bars
of Congratulations' if you beat the high
score. Unfortunately, game sound is

disappointing and consists of little more
than a few bursts ofwhite noise.

My only slight quibble is with the
poor joystick control, and although the

keys are easierthey are poorly choser
However The Pit looks set to

another winner for Interceptor.

GRAPHICS ;

SOUND «

ORIGINALITY 7

IASTING INTEREST t

OVERALL 7



TOM MIXSOFTWARE
MAKERS OF “THE KI^IG’

FOR THE
DRAGON

32

We’ve done it again! P9 4 I
;

You thought The King was »

great? Wait 'til you see this!!

Outstanding high resolution
graphics, tremendous sound
make this “Medieval” type game
a must for your software collection.

For 1 or 2 Players - 1 or 2 Joysticks required

I 1 1 n As you fly from
i f cloud to cloud

i \( you will enjoy sky
high excitement

dealing with the challenges
presented to you by this superb
release by Tom Mix Software.

Machine language.

Tew tHixSottmane fid.

£995
ON CASSETTE
Mail Order Sales from
Microdeal Mail Order
41 Truro Rd, St. Austell

Cornwall PL25 5JE

Dealers Contact MICRODEAL
DISTRIBUTION

0726-3456
(Exclusive Distributors)

Credit Card Sales

If"* Phone 0726 3456
<©- r
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The complete deep
space saga. A radical
joystick action can bring
inspired flexibility and a
horrific kill-rate. The
outstanding graphics
include highly detailed
craft and lots more than
eight sprites at once. A
full music and effects
sound track
accompanies the action.

All these features
combine with player
options and a top 20 hi-

score table to set new
standards in hi-tech
slaughter.

A brand new character
game. Poor old Bozo, all

he has to do is to get
home after a night out
with the lads. That’s
easy until a wobble
becomes a lurch and a
stagger. Later into the
night, all rules go out of
the window as he
disbelieves what's
happening in front of his

blood-shot eyes. An epic
journey with ultra-

smooth graphics and
sprites which run rings
round normal games.

© mcmlxxxivtasksetltd 13 HIGH ST., BRIDLINGTON Y016 4PR TEL: 0262 73798

Taskset Ltd
13 HIGH STREET BRIDLINGTON Y016 4PR

ACCESS ORDERS (0262) 73798 24 HOURS
Dealer enquiries welcome (0262) 602668
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GAME: SWOOP
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: MICROPOWER, E7.95

Luckily the eggs don't hang about for

long, but they add to the fun in this very

enjoyable version of an old and faithful

favourite. SC

Galaxians with smooth graphics and
acceptable sound. There's a twist to the

plot too - if the tumbling aliens reach

the bottom of the screen they lay an egg

that will destroy your laser base if they

hit it.

GAME: HORACE GOES SKIING

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: MELBOURNE HOUSE, £5.95

Horace Goes Skiing is the long-awaited

Commodore 64 version of the frantic

Spectrum game.
Horace wants to go skiing, but before

he can reach the ski-slopes he must

GAME: GOLF
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: KERIAN U K.. £5.95

cross a busy main road. The road is full

of fast-moving traffic, which has to be

avoided. If Horace is knocked down he

has to pay $10 in ambulance lees. At the

start of the game, he has only $40 to

spend.
When Horace reaches the other side

ofthe road, he enters a small ski-hut and

hires a pair of skis. Skies are $10 to hire,

so he must be careful not to break them.

After returning across the road with

scorer, you and a partner can tee off

from any of the 18 holes provided. These

are all accurate reproductions of the Old

Course at St. Andrews - a novel touch

which adds an extra dimension to the

Golf simulations have always been un-

convincing. bearing little resemblance

to the real thing and, unfortunately, this

With the computer as your caddie and

GAME: WHERE'S MY BONES
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: INTERCEPTOR, E7.00 CASS

£9.00 DISK

As you'd expect from Interceptor, this is

a very competent and attractive prog-

ram. but somehow it just didn't grab me.
The display shows a vertically scroll-

GAME: MR. MEPHISTO

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: EURO-BYTE, £6.95

This is an infernally infuriating game
which will have you going back to the

keyboard again and again to try and give

those pesky demons the run-around.

Your aim. as a good little games-

GAME: WALLIE GOES TO RHYMELAND
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: INTERCEPTOR, £7.00

The search for new game-themes has led

Interceptor to the world of nursery

rhymes. Plenty of scope there for origin-

al entertainment, you might think.

You could have the king's horses and

men trying to put Humpty Dumpty

At each hole, the computer presents

you with a bird's-eye view of the fairway,

rough, bunkers and green. Then you

have to select which of the 14 woods
and irons to use. If hit at 100% power

ing underground maze - a popular

formal for games these days. Intercep-

tor’s caverns are populated by a variety

of animated sprites including snakes,

spiders and bats.

You control a ghostly figure whose
objective is to descend through the

various levels collecting piles of bones,

avoiding the nasties and other booby-

You have nine lives and for each life

player, is to reach Paradise. But, as the

blurb says, 'The stairway to Heaven is

fraught with peril.' Too true.

The hero begins on level 1 at the

bottom left of the screen, He has to get

along a narrow causeway with the rag-

ing fires of Hell on one side and a

bottomless pit on the other.

His objective is the scrolling stairway

which will take him up to the battle-

ments at the top of the screen. Here he'll

together, or Little Miss Muffet being

chased by spiders. The possibilities are

endless.

So you may be disappointed to dis-

cover that this game isn't particularly

original at all. It’s simply five Manic
Miner-type screens plus a shoot-'em-up

sequence which you have to complete

before startingeach screen

.

This sequence has Wallie trundling

along a scrolling screen and being
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VIODORE 64 • COMMODORE 64*1
GAME: BOXING, GALACTICA 1

store as manV P?inl? as Possihlc ' Pom
^'““”8 -

,0"
CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

| l s n0 knockout, but not bad bv
FROM: I .G. PROGRAMS compendium standards. PT

Galactica 1 is the more advanced of the GRAPHICS 4
two games provided, being a rather

L'^areH^and slow
‘

mov"n& pro'
ORIGINALITY

vingeasy to hit.
LASTING INTEREST 2

Boxing gives Ihe players ten rounds In OVERALL 3

his skis, he moves onto the Hannckon by passing under the finishing barrier,

ski run. As he skis down the slope, he When the course is completed, he must
must avoid the trees and slalom through again cross the road to reach the ski

the red and blue flags. slopes.

Passing through the flags gains points, Horace Goes Skiing features some
but missing them loses points. Hitting well-animated graphics including

the trees more than twice will break motorcyclists. Ford Escorts. Bulldozers

Horace’s skis and he will again have to and an ambulance. The sound includes

cross the road to the ski-hut. car horns and a jaunty introductory

If Horace completes the slalom tune, but the wail ofthe ambulance siren

course he can gain an extra 100 points getsa bit tedious.

Overall, an enjoyable game, and the

tanks to the 'Parloader'. is a pleasant

onus for the gamester. PT

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 5

LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 6

the ball travels distances of up to 280 niblick though, would you?
yards. The direction of the ball s flight is Being a reproduction of a real golf

controlled by an angle of the player's course, even pars are hard to achieve,

choice. After all the instructions have But with practice decent scores for a

been entered, a small dot - your ball - round are possible. A little luck might
moves across the screen and stops. get you a birdie or even an albatross.

When the green is reached the view Don't expect to geta hole-in-one.

changes to a close-up showing the ball, Golf isn't a game to give you a

flag and hole. Here the putter is auto- heart -attack from excitement and neith-

matically selected for you. I don’t sup- er is this simulation. Weak graphics and
pose you’d want a driver or a mashie non-existent sound make it a dis-

ppointing buy for such an advanced
nachine as the Commodore 64. Back to

te Clubhouse. Kerian. PT

GRAPHICS 2

SOUND NONE
ORIGINALITY 6

LASTING INTEREST 3

OVERALL 3

you are given nine shield points. You times really tricky. The actual design of

lose a life every' time you run out of the maze varies as you descend and
shields, bump into the cavern walls, or includes a graveyard and one or two
into the traps, which include moving larger-than-averagc caverns, but the

blocksand electronic devices. same baddies and booby traps persist

Shields are depleted every time you throughout the game with very little

bump into a sprite. You get extra shield variation.

points and a bonus score each time you If this game had come out at the

pick up a pile ofbones. beginning of the year it might well have

The passages in this game are often made it to Game of the Month, but now
very narrow and manoeuvring is some- it joins a number of other titles with

imilar ideas, some of which have a lot

nore variation in game-play. The
raphics here are great, the sound effects

kay (no music though), but somehow
tis program leaves me cold. - SC

GRAPHICS 8

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 6

find a ring (or halo) allowing entrance to emerging at the other side,
the next level. When, or if, our virtuous hero gets the

Trouble is those demons, nasty red key from its niche in thewall he progres-

creatures bent double with malice who ses to the second level,

are only too ready to give him a brusque Now there are several stairways, with
jab with their toasting forks. death-dealing skulls popping out of the

Should he evade these imps as they top, as well as a host of demons,
weave downstairs he reaches the battle- Further levels introduce ghosts, while
ments where he must avoid the big, bad on the last level - The Gates of Heaven -

boss devil who has a nifty trick of a terrifying red devil barsyourway.
disappearing through the floor and Mr. Mephisto is an intriguing and

ompulsive game. It is pitched at just the

ght level of difficulty to make you
weal without ever actually inducing

espairabout reaching your goal . PC

GRAPHICS 6
SOUND - 7

ORIGINALITY 7

LASTING INTEREST 7

OVERALL 7

attacked by Jumping Jeff. Grahamipoos where the next attack will come from, it -

and raindrops. At the same time he has becomes straightfoward. t

to jump over what are supposed to be The following screens feature more
burning pits - although they look like nursery rhyme characters and more
square holes in the ground. You’ll find it platforms for you to leap around on.

extremely frustrating at first, because it's Success depends on discovering the safe

hard to stay alive for long, and after each route through.

death you must wait quite a while for The game is nicely programmed with
your new Wallie to get going. clear, colourful characters and smooth
However, the sequence hardly movement. But ultimately, it offers no-

changes. and once you can remember thing new. There are a multitude of

ianic Miner- type games available on
e 64 offering more screens for your
oney. The nursery rhyme theme hasn't

eally been properly exploited. CA

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 7

ORIGINALITY 4
LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 5
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Screen Test

ODORE 64 •COMMODORE 64
STAR WARS

COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: PARKER VIDEO, £25 DISK/CART

The official version of the hit arcade
game Star Wars is now available on the

Commodore 64. This version is not a
patch on the original, but bearing in

mind its obvious limitations it does
prove quite enjoyable to play.

There are three different waves; wave
one has you flying around the Deathstar
destroying fireballs and shooting down
Tie Fighters, while in the second scene
you fly across the surface of the Death-
star blasting fireballs and shooting the

tops off laser towers. In the final con-
frontation, you swoop down the trench

towards the main reactor port. Hit the

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

port with a proton torpedo and you
destroy the Deathstar.

Nine protective shields are supplied

The presentation, with mainly black

and white characters, follows its arcade
|

counterpart quite closely. Sound ef

are convincing and the Star Wars th

plays at the beginning.

Moving on to the higher levels .

encounter faster moving aliens and I

> in the I

oeuvering really hard. This is when yc

really need the ‘force' to be with you!
At £25, Star Wars is a very expensive I

t’s really worth buying.

IEsCAVELON
li: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: OCEAN, £6.90

series of those scrolling mazes, collect-

ing useful objects.

You can shoot the other knights and
they can shoot you. You have a limited

supply of 'zaps' to make yourself per-

fectly invulnerable. Attractive variation

on a well proven game form. BD

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

CHTi
CAME: POTTY PIGEON
MACHINE:COMMODORE 64

L: KEYS/JOYSTICK

»! GREMLIN GRAPHICS, £7

read on, for there are aeroplanes, frogs, fy Pigeon very playable,

weasels, balloons and nasty homing In all there are ten levels of play (0-9)

pigeons trying to stop you, with each new level bringing added
As an aid you can release lethal hazards and faster play. Control is via

'dropping' on the cars for bonus points joystick or keyboard, the keyboard op-

and stun the homing pigeons. tion having a sensible layout.

Potty All the action takes place over six
" screen lengths of very smooth scrolling

scenery which includes a castle, hills

and dales, shops and a forest, all of

which are beautifully defined.

> fly over a As with Kilter Watt (a previous Crow-
going in both ther game) control of the pigeon will

0 pick up twigs take some time as once you start to

ic road. move in one direction it'll keep moving

1 your clasp you until you apply thrust in the opposite

t and build it up direction. This ability to accelerate and
decelerate so very smoothly makes Pot-

This is a quality game that will

you happily fluttering your wing:

many an hour.

I Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No,
Pigeon! This amazing piece of softv

is from Tony Crowther, who also w
Coco, our July Game ofthe Month, s

pedigree is well established.

The aim in Potty Pigeon i

busy road full of car'
- -

directions while trying

that lie in the middle ol

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

MicgoBi;
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|

GAME: UGH! Meanwhile a tyrannosaurus is prowling

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64 around *° hanS on *° Vour
J
s.Pcar Be-

CONTROL KEYS, JOYSTICK _ g&fcgnS.lT*
FROM: SOFTEK, £7.95

A simple game which already exists on
the Dragon and Spectrum. You are Ugh
the Caveman who has to run through a

little maze, collect an egg. and run home
again. The egg belongs to a pterodactyl
who tries to drop rocks on your head.

GRAPHICS 6
SOUND S
ORIGINALITY 7
LASTING INTEREST 3

GAME: STAR CRASH
MACHINE; COMMODORE 64

CONTROL; JOYSTICK

FROM: SUPERSOFT, £6.95

Star Crash has rocketed on to the
British software scene from France, bu
don't expect any exotic surprises be
cause the scenario is a very familiar one
The on-board computer wakes you u|

in your cosy refrigerated bedroom and Your window on to deep space shows
advises you that ill-tempered aliens are the traditional scrolling starry' back-
about to blastyou to smithereens. ground. Aliens are only visible when

There's a long-range radar panel they come out of hyperdrive and start

showing you where the opposition is blasting you. Their drive status is indi-
and a damage monitoring system. Every cated on the radar panel, which is

time one of your systems (guidance, divided into squares. Some of the
lasers, etc) goes out of action the display squares have white dots on them and if

starts a rapid countdown. Once it you chase the aliens into one of these
reaches zero the equipment becomes areas then they can't fire at you.
fully operational again. Every time they hit you your power is

GAME: HARRIER ATTACK

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: DURELL, £6.95

Harrier Attach has been around for

quite a while now on the Spectrum but

the Commodore version has added fea-

tures and offers some excitinggameplay
The game is similar in concept to

Virgin's Falcon Patrol, but the game of both are limited. You must also keep
starts as you take off from an aircraft an eye on your fuel, which may not get
carrier in mid-Atlantic and head for you there and back again unless you fly

shore. Your mission is to avoid the ata sensible speed,
enemy defences, reach their base, and The scenery scrolls smoothly past as
destroy it. You must then return to your you fly over undulating hills punctuated
sh 'P- with inviting targets which you Can

You're up against flak, anti-aircraft eitherbomborblastwithyourguns.The
guns, guided missiles, and. at the higher trickiest opponents are the guided mis-
levels, other aircraft. Your armament siles, but once you've developed
includes bombs and bullets, but supplies appropriate tactics to deal with them

GAME: STAR TROOPER
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK, KEYS

FROM: MELBOURNE HOUSE. £5.95

A new program from Melbourne House
is not to be sneezed at, but the bad news
is that you can get your handkerchiefs

out forStar Trooper.
It takes guts to bring out a pure space

shoot-'em-up these days, with games

like Loco and Forbidden Forest storm- So what has it got? Well, you control
ing the charts. If a game's bang, bang, a little man who Bits about the screen

bang all the way then it’s got to have blasting at waves of aliens as they

something special to grab your attention descend from above or rise from below,
and emptyyour wallet. He has to be pretty nifty because most of
Has it, for example, got absolutely the aliens move a lot faster than he does,

mega-boggling graphics? Star Trooper but they do have (for the most part) very

hasn't. Does it have ear-blistering sound predictable flight patterns,

effects? Star Trooper hasn't - although His biggest drawback is that he can
it does play a verygood piece ofmusic in only fire in four directions. Eight is bad
between games. enough but four is vety limiting and

GAME: STAR COMMAND
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK
FROM: SUPERSOFT, £6.95

This space shoot-out was written by
someone who calls himself Clark Kent
but 1 think he should stick to being a
super-hero and doing quick costume
changes in telephone kiosks.

The scenario is all too familiar. You

are flying through space when suddenly, if this happens you have to start all over
surprise, surprise, you run into a meteor again.

shower. You must blast away at the Once through the meteor storm, you
meteors, destroying as many as possible, are given a brief time to repair your ship,

As you sit there repeatedly stabbing using special repair units. The number
the fire button the program flashes up of units available depends on how many
occasional status reports at the top of meteors you managed to blast earlier,

the screen. First your shields go, then You must allocate the units to shields,

your movement controls. If the hull goes hull, and movement controls as you
then it's time to collect on the life think fit.

insurance. You only have one policy so Next you do battle with alien craft

GAME: OLYMPIC SKIER

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK
FROM: MR CHIP, £5.50

If the title of this game conjures up lithe

figures zig-zagging their way down
sparkling white slopes on a bright, sun-
ny day -forget it!

The graphics are colourful, but very
jerky and leave an awful lot to the

imagination. The sound consists of a The first (slalom) is dotted with logs
rather monotonous tune, the occasional and rocks as well as the gates which you
swish of the skis and a rather vague have to negotiate to complete the

crashing noise when you take a tumble, course. Each time you pass cleanly
This is accompanied by the word through a gate, you hear what is de-
SPI.AT' printed on the screen and in my scribed in the instructions as a ping',

opinion this word seems to sum up a However, if you fail to get through any
large proportion ofthe game. three of these you are immediately dis-

Your skier (who in my case was qualified and go straight on to the next
definitely not up to Olympic standard) test of skill, the ski-jump,
has three events to participate in. the Crashing into a tree, log or rock, kills

slalom, ski-jump and downhill. you and a rather nice helicopter collects
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CAME: JUNGLE TROUBLE

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS
FROM: DURELL, £6.95

This was an entertaining, single-screen
game on the Spectrum in which you had
to jump across a crocodile-infested riv-

er, chop down trees, leap over a fire-pit

and then over a widening chasm. In this

translation, the task has been divided

depleted and if it reaches zero you lose

your one and only life. Power builds up
again during quiet moments however so
there's a certain tactical element in-

volved in deciding when to hit and

then level 1 shouldn't present too much
ofa problem.
That still leaves levels 2 to 5, however.

The enemy's firepower becomes in-

creasingly effective. The missiles get
faster and faster, and worst of all you're
liable to bump into a hostile jet who can
move a lot faster than you can and is

pretty nifty on the fire button as well.

The graphics in Harrier Attack have
some nice touches and when you about-

even with joystick control you’ll have to
do a lot of jerking about to get your

Every so often you must dock with a
mother-ship to refill your jet pack, but
there's no skill involved and not much
interest either.

Don’t get me wrong - I'm a great
shoot-’em-up fan and have been known
to stare glassy-eyed at the screen for
several hours with the sweat gathering

into four separate screens. But the
primitive quality of the animation and
the graphics makes one wonder who
Durell employed for the job: a chimpan-
zee perhaps? CA

GRAPHICS 2

SOUND 1

ORIGINALITY 6
LASTING INTEREST 2

OVERALL 2

for interstellar mercenaries. Expect
aching fingers and not much else. CA

GRAPHICS 6
SOUND 6
ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 6
OVERALL

5

turn in mid-air the plane dips its wings
convincingly. The action is fast enough
and at the higher levels the game pre-

sentsa real challenge, SC

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 5
ORIGINALITY 5
LASTING INTEREST _ 7

OVERALL 6

on my forehead, but I couldn't get

worked up over Star Trooper. Enlist if

you must, but this is one inter-stellar

crusade I won't be joining. SC

GRAPHICS 5
SOUND 6

ORIGINALITY 1

LASTING INTEREST 4

OVERALL 4

who swoop down towards you in
groups of three. They then jerk about in

front ofyou pepperingyou with a host of
laser bolts.

Star Command suffers from irritating

pauses between game sections as you
wait for meteors and aliens to appear.
There's no on-screen scoring, and dur-
ing the repair phase you're likely to find
yourself running out of time before
you've allocated allyour repair units.

you on its way across the screen, doubt-
less to pick up other fallen skiers and
deposit them on the never-ending
slopes of their dreams - which I suspect

are rather betterthan these.

Anyway, killing yourself immediately
takes you on to the ski-jump in which
you pound the space bar or fire button
as rapidly as possible to accelerate, and
have to take-off and land without mis-
hap. Then you get your rating.

The ratings start off at the worst as

There’s tough competition in outer
space and Star Command is just a bit

too average for me to give much for its

chances. SC

GRAPHICS 6
SOUND 4
ORIGINALITY 4
LASTING INTEREST ^5
OVERALL 5

Hilarious (which I must admit I

achieved rather frequently at first). I

finally progressed to Rubbish Not that

it's hurt feelings that make me think this

isaduffgame. SH

GRAPHICS 5

SOUND 3

ORIGINALITY 5
LASTING INTEREST 4

:
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RE 64 •ATARI •COMMODORE 64
The action starts with Bozo leaving a

bar where he’s been drinking pints of

'wobble juice'. He emerges on to a

handsomely drawn street to discover

that a policeman, an old lady, and a

DISK yobbish-looking gentleman are after

The aim in this one is to arrive home So you must guide him carefully,

after a night out as drunk as possible. So dodging the company, and also the

I’m sure it won’t appeal to any readers of "numerous man-holes which may open
PCG. at any moment.

Caverns of Khajka is essentially a

Manic Miner game with variations. The
caverns are littered with treasure which
your little animated figure must collect

in order to move on to the next level.

There are four levels, and in each one
you explore the caverns negotiating

moving platforms, acid baths, ladders,

and other hazards.

Levels two and three have the added
attraction of killer bats and darts flying

the caves. In level 4 -oops! -

and For-

prog-
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©AMI: ENCOUNTER
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64, ATARI

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: NOVAGEN. £9.95

Hoi, sweaty, and shaken, you'll need a
shower and a long rest to calm your
nerves after playing this excitinggame.
Encounter has you speeding to and

fro across a 3D alien landscape, hunting
down alien craft and teaching them
good manners with the aid of the fire

button. The speed of the action is

astonishing and the 3D effects are right

at the top of the league.

The only way to describe this game is

to say that it's like playing Battlezone at

high speed, with better graphics and
more variety. You peer through the

AUGUST 1984
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»E: NOWOTNIK PUZZLE

:hinE: ORIC 1/ATMOS48K

|

CONTROL: KEYS

M: TANSOFT. £6.90

I Not being one who particularly enjoys
Iving puzzles, I was loath to receive a

I program to review that claims to be a

•t of Rubik's Cube’. Gradually my
I opinion changed, so that now I think

|

Nowotnik Puzzle is the best puzzle
ime available for the Oric, and I even

ice playing it!

Several screens of instructions are

thoughtfully supplied; J
puzzle itself is relatively simple to follot

and understand after a few games. You
must arrange a randomly mixed grid of

squares into four separate squares, each
consisting of segments of a single col-

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

product of your efforts should look like.

You use the numerical keys 1 to 8 to

move the fragments about. The arrows
by the numbers on the screen indicate

y the n you

There

ich determine the degree of frag-

>ugh the mentation ofthe shape. When I first saw
' ' " the easiest level, with 16 squares of

various colours, I thought it was a
pushover - it wasn't; but you should see
the hardest level - it's impossible (well,

nearly!).

In the top right-hand comer there is a
; levels of difficulty, miniature reminder of what the final

press that numl
The motion of shuffling the square is

particularly good - fast and smooth.
Sound is only mediocre, but that isn’t a

fault as sound isn’t essential for this kind

of program
If you haven’t the time or patience

required to solve puzzles like this, you I

won't think this program is such a good
buy. But if you enjoyed R

' "

you'll probably love this.

IE: GHOSTMAN
IHINE: ORIC 1 /ATMOS 48K

|

CONTROL: KEYS

H: SEVERN SOFTWARE, £7.50

I Well, I never, another Pac-Man clone,

|

but do Oric owners need another ver-

sion of the game? What we don't need is

several almost identical versions. l|K's

|

Ghost Gobbler is very similar to Ghost-
i and Tansoft’s Oricmunch isn't

|

much different either.

Unless you've been on Mars for the

last couple of years, you'll know that the

I

aim of the game is to go about a maze,
gobbling dots and avoiding ghosts, eat-

ing bonus fruit if possible. There is only
one maze in this version, which is well
laid out. The graphics are uninteresting

AUGUST 1984

and blocklike but smooth, and
used unimaginatively. The maze
white, and features a green pac-persc

and ghosts (this colour changes as y<

progress through each level). There ist

a joystick option or any chance

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

change the controls.

There are several good points - the I

keyboard control is

fast and smooth, th „
gent, an almost obligatory Hall of Fame
is provided, the volume of sound is

controllable and the appropriate arcade
noises are supplied
Even so, I feel that the Oric isn't used

to its full potential. If th

more mazes, multi-player options and
better graphics, it would be a much
better buy. RAW
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GAME: BEWAREHOUSE
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K
CONTROL: KEYS
FROM: POSITIVE IMAGE. £5.95

The animation is slightly jerky and the

game is very boring. On higher levels

ghosts appear but they don’t make it any

There's a quaint feeling about this game,
although it won't really charm you if

you’ve paid out good money for it. It's

an old-fashioned jump the balls and
avoid the falling boxes game with equal-

lyancient graphics.

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

CAME: WORLD CUP
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K
CONTROL: KEYS, KEMP. SINC

FROM: ARTIC, £6.95

Football is an extremely difficult game
to simulate on a Spectrum, and this isn't

a very successful attempt
The setting is a World Cup tourna-

ment, and you start by deciding what

whether you're playing against the com-
puter or against other players.

So far so good. But when the players

make their appearance on the pitch

accompanied by a horribly out-of-key

rendering of the Match-of-the-Day sign-

ature tune you begin to have doubts.

The players are tiny stick figures,

black for one team, white for the other.

Their animation isn't very convincing,

consisting mainly of a rather jerky run.

And when two opposing players over-

lap, the black one momentarily dis-

appears. making it hard at times to keep
track of play.

But the biggest draw-back is the play

itself. You can't, of course, control all

your team’s players at once (there are six

per side) - you simply control the one
nearest the ball. If your opponent has

possession, you must try to run your

GAME: STUART HENRY'S POP QUIZ

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

KEYS

I: BELLFLOWER, £5.75

Are you ready pop pickers? Okay,
here's the first question: whose real

name is Freddie Bulsara? No, I didn't

think you'd get it. It is, of course,

Freddie Mercury. And with a name like

that it’s no wonder he changed it.

That's just one of the 756 questions

you'll have to wrestle with ifyou take on
Mr Henry's pop quiz. They aren't all

quite so obscure as the one above. For
instance, you can count yourselfan utter

pop music dunce ifyou don't know who
starred in the film Summer Holiday.

The large number of questions is

divided into several different quizzes,

each of which starts with this program’s

gimmick - a mystery tune. A musical
staff appears and when you get a ques-

tion right you have the chance to fill in

one of the notes. The only problem is

that the burst of music is so short - only
five or six notes - that it'svery difficult to

recognise it.

Players must remember to be careful

typing in exactly the correct answer,
although what the program considers

correct is sometimes a bit puzzling. I

GAME: CARPET CAPERS
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: TERMINAL. £5.95

The g
i differei

Ifyou haven't quite got the artistic touch
with a brusir to play a Crazy Painter

game you could do worse than try your
hand at this more robust variation.

Instead of painting you have to lay

carpets. This is difficult enough at the

best of times, but in Carpet Capers you

carpeted and each one presenting par-

ticular problems. In the conservatory

there are numerous bushes to be

avoided, in the billiard room an enor-

In each room you have a target - in

pounds - for the amount of carpet you
must lay. You get only £1 for every

square foot and penalties are incurred

forbeing too slow.

Scattered around the screen are the

various tools you need to do the job:

hammers, tacks and cutters. These must
be collected before you can start scor-

ing. You must also regularly stop to eat

the food and drink the tea which are in

thcro

sain trouble, though, is that the

house is full of rival fitters, all beavering

away to cover the same rooms.

TPTTIECU]
E: STOP THE EXPRESS

WINE: SPECTRUM 481

'ROL: KEYS. SINC

I: SINCLAIR, £7.95

A swashbuckling adventure this, with
graphics rarely equalled on a Spectrum.
You take on the part of a very cute-

looking secret agent with green suit and

yourself lowered
down a rope on to the roof of a moving
train, you know this is going to be a
special mission.

Your aim is to stop the train by
reaching the front of it, 20 carriages

away. But what a train! Beautifully

drawn in blue, red and green trim, it

scrolls handsomely across the screen as

you move along it. leaping from carriage

No time to enjoy it though, because
evil red agents (the KGB, no doubt) are

climbing on to the roof behind you and
hurling knives at your back. Fortunate-

ly, although you have no gun. you're a
very athletic person. You can run in

both directions, jump up. left and right,

and lie down to dodge knives.

You can knock the reds off the train

by kicking them, but a much safer (and
more entertaining) method is to use the

'snake birds' which fly overhead, just

leap up and catch one, and then release

it so that it wriggles along the train

devouringanything red in its path.

With some practice it's possible to get

half-way along the train, whereupon
stage two begins. This time you're inside

the carriages and the red agents are

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL
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CAME: OEFENDA
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS, SINC, KEMP
FROM: INTERSTELLA

This is an above average version of
Defender lhat should please all shoot-
'em-up addicts. This version has reason-
able graphics and impressively fast ac-
tion. All the usual features are here as
you zap about the skies blasting aliens

and rescuing humans.
If you don’t have a joystick, not

worry, there’s a good selection of cc
trol keys to choose from. !

If it does, then your best tactic is

simply to weave your way toward the
goal using the single player - this is far

more successful than trying to pass, but
unfortunately it results in a rather bor-
ing game. Similarly the easiest techni-
que for scoring is not to shoot - the
computer-controlled goal-keepers are

too agile. Just dribble the ball right in

Unfortunately I couldn't see what tl

nicely drawn spectators were gettii

excited about. C

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

wrong- the correct answer was 'Kink;
Even though the program claims to

contain 756 questions you soon find the
same ones cropping up in different
quizzes, which doesn’t do much for
maintainingyour interest.

But the whole thing is well-presented
in a straightforward way and there is a
good cause to benefit from the sales - a

but only afterreachin



FOR SPECTRUM 48K

CONQUEST
CONQUEST A tactical game which even veteran

players will find both challengingand rewarding.

Mediterranean Europe is divided into grid squares. Your

aim. as Emperor, is to gain 1 00squares of territory as quickly as

possible - at the same time dealingwith Barbarian counter-

attacks. plagues, civil war and rival Emperors.

S levels of skill, plus a continuous ‘Conquest' game where

allthe difficulty levels are thrown in together.

3D BAT ATTACK An all action. 3 dimensional

maze game where you gather up blocks ofgold, at the same

time pitting your wits against vicious vampire bats whose

only purpose in life isto locate, huntand kill you.

4 levels of skill. At each level the game gets faster and

more complicated, and the vampires more dangerous.

JSDBNL

__

Also available by sending cheque/postal order I i Cheetah I

AFTERTHESE.
THE REST IS KIDS STUFF

So don’t play unless you’re ready

to play the game for real. Because you’ll

find there’s one sure thing about

CheetahSoft: Soft we’re not.

Are you r'eady for CheetahSoft?

There’s only one way to find out.

But be warned: these vampire bats know

a good meal when thfey see one.- And our

friend with the . i c I*
scythe has had years tJeerahbOtT
of experience...
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After a brief introduction, the gar

gets underway with the option of o:

day or first class cricket. If you choo

and the seven test squads are available

for you to select from. Alternatively, you

can choose your own team from the

of matches from the John Player League Each player has his own changeable

to the Texaco Trophy. On the other skill ratings.

hand, if you choose first class cricket After choosing your opening batsman

cricket simulation. Unfortunately you have the option of playing in Coun- your opponent positions his fieldersan

ty or Test cricket orgoing on tour. selects a bowler. The actual playing

Following this, you pick your team, screen consists of a white boundary line

All of the 17 first class county squads inside which are the players and wickets

After positioning your capital city plague, civil war or even assassination -

your one legion attempts to expand the depending on the level of play,

frontiers of your Empire. For every five To aid you in your bid for European

squares of territory gained you are supremecy, you can build forts to pro-

awarded an extra legion, with a max- tect land, and ports and canals allowing

imum of 16. you speedy transportation of troops.

Once all your legions have moved, a The game offers five levels of difficul-

year passes and the computer shows the ty. In the first you only have to contend

amount of taxes gained and other events with the Barbarians and each further

of the year. If you're lucky you will only level adds an additional hazard, with the

lose a little territory to the Barbarians, fifth giving you the works, and therefore,

On the other hand you could be hit by a taking longer to play.

PCG HIT PCGHIT PCG HIT PCC HIT PCGHIT PCG HIT PCCHIT * I * PCC

Each individual screen shows path-

ways walled off by rows of extremely

colourful plants and trees. When you

move Sabreman along the path to the

edge of the screen, the picture is re-

placed by the adjacent screen of the

jungle.

As in Alic Alac, no sooner has the

explorer moved into a location than

vicious creatures materialise all around

him: from snakes, scorpions, frogs and
parrots, to gorillas, fruit bats and lizards.

They're colourful, nicely animated and
lethal to touch.

But our hero is not called Sabreman

for nothing. His sabre chops into them,

makes them disappear in a puff of

smoke. Other animals such as rhinos

and hippos are indestructible but are

turned away by the sabre.

The way Sabreman uses his sword is a

delight, lust press the fire button, and he

weaves, flashes and thrusts in fantastic-

style. Provided he is facing the attacker.

Most of these are simply treasure or

spoils to gain extra points. But the small

red statues are invaluable as each one of

these gives an extra life.

What about the ‘Wulf itself? This

impressive looking creature inhabits a

strip at the bottom of the jungle and is

invulnerable to Sabreman’s sword. But

apart from the occasional savage attack

his part in the game is relatively minor.

The task, apart from staying alive, is to

escape from the jungle through a cave

The cave is hidden inside a temple,

which is two locations above the start

But to reach it you must travel through

almost the entire maze.

What's more, the cave is guarded by a

keeper who will only be moved by an

amulet which has been broken into four

pieces and hidden around the maze. So

you must find the pieces, which arc

hidden in different locations in each

game, and then enter the temple.

I can reveal that the only clue to the

whereabouts of the amulet pieces is

given by the natives. When they are

directly in line with a piece horizontally

and vertically, they turn slowly and a

stem tune is played.

That is just one of the many fine

effects that show the incredible atien-

tion to detail in this program. Sabre

WW/will get even an expert game-player
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team effort

superb. Which is some record.

All their programs are a team effort,

the team consisting of brothers Tim and
Chris Stamper with Carol Ward and

B |ohn Latchbury. Chris and John prog-
ror some time now Ultimate have been ram the structure of the game, while Tim
recognised as the most exciting software and Carol concentrate on the graphics.

_

hou^‘ around The fact is, they have yet ‘We have been working on Sabre Wulf
* H e which is less than full-time and at weekends, ever since
to release a

completing A lie Atac'. said Tim. This
six months development time was re-
sponsible for the decision to sell the
game at almost double Ultimate's pre-

Much rests on the success of this
game, because (and this is supposed to
be a secret) it's to be the first in a
four-part series. But don’t worry Ulti-
mate- you've got another sure-fire hit.
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Ever bought
a game that’s not as

good as its box?
Everybody has seen the home computer

game packs that sparkle with imaginative colour
and graphics, and lure buyers into the store.

Sadly.somewho have bought have found that

the game sparkled less than the box. For, as more
and more companies jump on thehomecomputer
bandwagon, itbecomesever more likely that most
of the imagination and excitement is concen-
trated in the pack. Instead of playing a fast game,
you lose a fast buck. Or,more likely, several.

Yet games have become increasingly soph-
isticated. Scenarios are more varied, levels ofplay
have been increased, and high resolution colour
graphics capabilities are being used together with

dramatically improved sound effects. The trick is

to know which games are as good on screen as

they are on the pack.

Relax. Help is at hand. Logic 3, publishers of
the most effective self pacing programming
tutorials, have selected The Best Games for

Britain's top home computers.
So buy only the best. Send today for your free

copy of The Best Games from Logic 3. and learn

how you could save £2.00 when you buy your
next computer game. Ifyou're a dealer, we won't
hold it against you — trade enquiries are
welcome.

Do it. Now.

Send the coupon.

Have a good game without being had.

|

Please rush me my free copy of The Best Games. I already have/am
[

thinkingofgettinga home computer.

|

Name

|
Address i

| County Postcode
I

I PCG984J

A
LOGIC 3

—THE KEYTOTHE WORLD OFTOMORROW.
Logic 3 Ltd, Mountbatten House, Victoria Street, Windsor SL4 1HE
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ITH • GAME OF THEMONTH
GAMli THE LOROS OF MIDNIGHT

MACHINE! SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM! BEYOND. £9.95

Let's not beat about the bush. Forget all

those two-bit games that claim to be the

greatest thing since sliced bread. Just get

one thing into your head - The Lords of
Midnight is THE game for the Spec-
trum. There is absolutely no doubt
about it.

adventure game, or a strategy game. It

really is something completely new, a

type of program that only a year ago you
couldn't even have imagined running on
a home computer.

|ust imagine a game with a staggering

4,000 locations. Not only that, but every

one a full-screen colour display with

panoramic views in all directions. Add
to the scenery no less than 32 major
characters, a quarter of a million sol-

diers, dragons, wolves, and other ficti-

tious beings, and you begin to get just an
inklingofthe scope of this game.
The scenario is a familiar one. but still

presents an enormous challenge to even
the most experienced games player.

Doomdark the Witchking holds the

land of Midnight at the mercy of the Ice

Fear, an evil force that saps the courage
and well-being of his enemies. Your task

is straightforward - rally the Free to

your cause, defeat Doomdark, and liber-

ate the land.

The program comes attractively pack-
aged with a comprehensive 30-page

booklet giving background details to

your quest, information about the land

of Midnight and a short story. Don't
skimp on the story, it gives valuable tips

Taking the role of Luxor the Moonpr-
ince, Lord of the Free, you can use the

Moon Ring to see through the eyes of

any other character loyal to you. At the

start ofthe game you have three servants
- Morkin the Boy, Corleth the Fey, and
Rorthron theWise.
Your servants can be moved around

the country, enlisting soldiers and re-

cruiting other Lords to your cause.

Every time a new leader joins your
forces, you are given control over him
and are able to move him about in the

In order to defeat Doomdark you

destroy the Ice Crown from which he
draws his power. A purely military

victory is very difficult since even if you
manage to recruit every available man.
you will still be outnumbered by approx-
imatelyfour to one.

Destroying the Ice Crown isn't easy

either. The only person who can get

hold of it is Morkin and he is very

vulnerable. Others may help him in his

task, but there are no tips about this in

the instructions so you'll have to find

out during play.

As you move the characters about the

country, you will see a whole world

unfold about you - ancient standing

stones, forests, citadels, mountains,

caves, even igloos! Every feature holds a

secret or tells a story - but beware, some
secrets are best left undiscovered.

During the game you will manoeuvre
your armies and engage in battle with

hostile forces. Every leader has his own
character and some are more reliable

than others.

Once you've moved all the characters

in your control and issued the necessary

orders, night falls and the computer gets

to work. Your humble Spectrum has

been elevated to the position of com-
mander-in-chief of Doomdark's forces,

and it does a frighteningly efficient job.

The Lords of Midnight is excellently

presented on screen, with a beautifully

designed character set and an entirely

convincing representation of the coun-

try around you. After a couple of days'

playing I found myself able to tell from
the screen exactly where I was and
which direction I was heading in.

And I MEAN a couple of days' play-

ing! It kept me up till 5 o’clock in the

morning on one occasion. Once you get

into it, The Lords of Midnight is mind-

gripping to an almost unhealthy degree.

Beyond Software, producers of best-

selling Psytron, have done it again. This

is a superb game and a must for all 48K
Spectrum owners. SC

MS s of Midnight, wrote

.
it program three years

ind ended up in court! 'It was a
„ simulation game for a betting

shop', he told PCG, 'and we had it up

iw. We had to withdraw the program,
tough I think we did sell a couple of

unfortunate experience, Mike started

producing IK machine-code programs
tor the Sinclair ZX80, and later lor the
ZX81. I wrote six games In Basic and

ir put them out under the title

was with a cheque for £6,000.' Beats
horse racing any day.

The enterprising Mr Singleton has 1

fax, yet another program featuring

fitting it all into the Spectrum.' said

Mike, 'and by the end 1 was in trouble

for want of just 2K of memory. If I'd had
that extra 2K I could have finished the

game two months earlier.'

Meanwhile Mike's forging ahead with

the sequel to The Lords of Midnight,

Doomdark's Revenge Similar in for-

mat to its predecessor, the characters

will have even more individuality as you
struggle once more against the forces of

evil. The series will consist of three

programs in all, and if each is as good as

the one before I can safely predict that

Mike Singleton will soon be a very rich

man. He deserves every penny.
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rGHOULS AND FELIX'
IN THE FACTORY ARE
ALSO IN THE SHOPS,
AND THEY'RE
\AVAILABLE ii „ r;

sizzling high voltage charge
out for the relentless spook
through walls in hot pursuit.



ALL '

GAMES
£7.95

'i Alligata Software Ltd.,

,
178 West Street. Sheffield SI 4ET

Tel: (0742) 755796

P**
1

Despatch is normally made on receipt

of order and should reach you within 7 deyr

Payable to Alligata Software ( Allow 75p for post and packaging

)

packaging) agnnn
J*

/moat
2! .mH SoftwareL

-Card No,



^^WTAKE
Wadvice! boost your\
'COLLECTION WITH SWOOP\
FELIX IN THE FACTORY

vAND CYBERTRON s—^ i

k MISSION! \r

Run through the ,*
™

creepy mansion .

’

'*
..

to rescue the

power jewels. Dodge ghostly
ghouls and bouncing spiders, leap
over poison-smeared spikes,
scamper along moving platforms
and contracting floorboards,
and use powerful springs to
propel you onto overhanging
ledges. Superb animation
and spine-tingling

sound effects.

£6.95.



TTir*.

PRICE £7.50

AWESOME COMMODORE RANGE
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Defend the space lanes against wave after
wave of relentless, screaming Birdmen.
Dodge the missiles raining down from the
phalanx above and keep clear of the
explosive eggs left by escaping creatures.
Features three types of Birdmen, and level

selection (except BBC version). £6.95.
IELECTRON and BBC MICRO version! £7.95) M

'F I

r you, I D ALSO Buvy
FELIX IN THE FACTORY,
CY8ERTR0N _

.MISSION ANDJ\J
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!E 64 • COMMODORE 64 • COMM

BABY
Tony Crowlher. ex-Alligata programmer and

creator ofLoco (Game ofthe Month last
issue), shows off his skills with this PCG-
exclusive listing for the Commodore 64.

Included in this listing are some of the
infamous Commodore control code characters
- the reversed heart-shape and reversed E in
line 0 for example. Ifyou are unsure how to
enter these from the keyboard you should
consult your manual. Full instructions on how
to play the game appear within the program.

- Score
I Hi-score
i Mole
I Start of user defined graphics

Machine code addresses
: Death checks
. Height

Sound
i Horizontal speed

Speed of barrels
Set up m/code routines

• Set up user defined graphics
Set up screen
Print bands across screen
Main loop
Death routine
Sound
Next level

Define sprites

Set up barrels

Instructions
1 Evaluate level

Print scores





A free poster is available of the

riginal oil painting featured on the pack.

ORCATTACK
Canyou survive

the hapless Ores.

This brings but a brief respite...out of thin

air a Sorcerer appears and you have to pit your

wits against his evil spirits. Only after fighting

i>e living dead, the Stone Warts and the Demon Trolls

will you be safe.

You should find Ore Attack in any
major software retailer.

ANY ATARI COMPUTER
CARTRIDGE

£9 95 ,

COMMODORE 64
CASSETTE

£7-95 ,

SPECTRUM 48K
CASSETTE











Sok) play/joystick required

HFind treasure ordoom
the dreaded tomb!

rUn)

_r
HesWare actionplay

FORyou: a dematerialiser-gun, magic crowns and ropes,
an extra life every treasureyou take. AGAINSTyou:

the Pharaoh and his guardian Mummy, a Winged Avenger,
V deadly traps and arrows. BEFOREyou:

f
the hunt for keys and untold wealth,

I
deep in the mystery passages ofthe tomb;

\ a word-code to crack to work up through
four levels ofplay. PLAY POWER:

7 shatteringgraphicsand

V high mobility.

For your copy of Pharaoh’s Curse’

pi No. HSEA 103) .Available
(from all good computer soft-

ware stockists.

Send me (tick as required)

DMy local stockist's address

Your full list of games

p copy/ies of this game
;at£9.95each £ p

Method of payment
By cheque or PO (no cash) made
payable toTECS

BB By Access or“ L
»»—*—

1

Barclaycard

Entercard no. Sign below:

To: Thom EMI Computer Software
Distributors. 296 Famborough Road,
Farnborough, Hants.. GU14 7NF.
Phone: (0252) 518364.

Address

COMPUTER SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR: CREATIVE SPARKS / HESWARE / IUS / MAINSTREET / TOTL /

THORN EMI

DATAMASTER/ HUMAN EDGE





THE GAME THAT GUARANTEES SLEEPLESS NIGHTS!

AVAILABLE FROM
ALL GOOD COMPUTER
GAMES STOCKISTS INCLUDING
THE VIDEO PALACE
100OXFORD STREET LONDONWI

jt
DISTRIBUTED BY

PALACE VIRGIN GOLD
69 FlLMPTON ROAD

LONDON ET07NL
TELEPHONE OI-S395566



• One or two playei game.

Inslam plug-in cartridge action. £9,95

Now all Atari owners can appreciate these great

games from Creative Sparks, some of which were

previously only available at £30.

Experience the excellent animation, stunning sound

effects and music in games which stretch your Atari to

the limits.

Priced from only £8.95 all Creative Sparks Atari games ar

available through good Atari stockists, but in case of

difficulty you can complete the form below.

CREATIVE
SPARKS

strikesagain
onATARI

*
I Already a big hit in the L

COMPUTER using bolhsiralogy and g^oo..r
UMD me incoming missiles and avoid Iheli



Adventureworld

ESCAPEFROM

IHELLI
PCG ’s in-house mystic, the White Wizard, takes a trip
to hell, survives a nuclear holocaust, has trouble with
trees and explains the secrets of Valhalla. All this, plus
news, reviews and hot tips from the land of Adver

THE WHITE WIZARD is well aware
that the names of Artie and Richard
Shepherd software are both inscribed in
the Adventure Rolls for outstanding
services to Spectrum owners. He is

therefore pleased to announce new
programs from both companies, both of
which will have you in the hot seat.

Richard Shepherd's Inferno is (very)
loosely modelled on Dante's vision of
Hell, whereas Artie’s game Ground
Zero is modelled on the Home Office
documents relating to civil defence in

the case of muclear attack. In each case
your objective is the same - don't get
fried ifyou can help it.

First Ground Zero. Artie have already
gathered a reputation for trick text-only
adventures with their Island of Death
series and other games. These programs
have been the cause of many a nervous
breakdown and Ground Zero is no
exception. Who wouldn't have' a ner-
vous breakdown when the three minute
waminggoes, I'd like to know?
Your objective is to build a nuclear

shelter from available materials and
gather rations and water to enable you
to survive until it's safe enough to come
out into the open again.

To make best use of the limited time
available you are advised to travel from
location to location by taxi - and make
sure you rememberyour Highway Code.
Looters, dozy neighbours, sirens, and
ringing phones all help to make this an
enjoyable but very tricky game - typical

Artie fare.

Artie's game is two-word input only,
but Richard Shepherd’s Peter Cooke
(programmer of Urban Upstart) has
gone on to greater things with complex
input and interactive characters.

nine circles of Hell to escape. The usual
Richard Shepherd split-screen format
has some rather average graphics and a
scrollingtext-window below.
Commands can be joined together by

and’ and other characters can be
addressed by prefacing a command with
their name. For example, ‘Virgil go
south' may persuade Virgil to go south,
provided he is in the right mood.
There are ten characters in the plot,

AUGUST 1984

each of whom may help or hinder you,
though to be honest only one of them,
Virgil, plays a major role. You cannot
solve the adventure without Virgil's

help, and his disposition towards you
depends to a certain degree on what you

Both of these games provide good
value for money for Spectrum owners,
but, strangely, I enjoyed Artie s game
rather more than Richard Shepherd’s.
Somehow the relevance of the theme to
the present day gave it a more compell-
ing atmosphere than Inferno, though
the latter is undoubtedly the more com-
plex program.
‘Why are there so few adventures for

the Commodore 64?' asks Julian Venus
in a recent letter to the White Wizard.
Well, Julian, I can only think that you’ve
been a prisoner of the Dark Lord for the
last couple of months, because there are
quite a few games around now for this

machine.

Supersoft do no less than five adven-
ture titles for the 64, including Streets of
London Regular readers of this column
may remember a review of a Dragon
game. The Cricklewood Incident (from
Salamander) which appeared a few
months back. Supersoft’s program is in

fact the same game, but jazzed up a bit in
appearance to run on the 64.

Some of the names of the characters
have been changed, but the plot - in
which you must leave your padded cell

and find the Holy Grail - remains the
same. This is a humorous adventure, not
recommended for those who prefer to
spend their time killing dragons and
puzzlingover mouldy documents.
Having already reviewed Streets of

London in its previous incarnation on
the Dragon I won't say much about it

here, except that if you're a fan of Monty
Python and the National Silly Party

you'll probably die laughing. The prog-

ram will set you back £9.95, which I

can't help feeling is a bit steep for this

sort ofgame.

s mm
A more recent release on the 64

Stranded by English Software, which
also available for the Atari machines.

mFm



VALHALLA HITS THE64
Legend have made some signifleant

changes to the Commodore 64 version

of Valhalla, and gamesters familiar with

First, and most importantly, the event

rate is much higher. This means quite

simply that things happen much quick-

er. One of the consequences of this is

that you have to pay much more atten-

tion to what the other characters are

doing. Hang around doing nothing for a

bit and you’ll soon find you’ve got

company, and is this version that can
often mean trouble, with other charac-

ters attacking you and even killing you
while you sit around wondering where
togo next.

The second difference is a very subtle

one which might not appear important
at first but does in fact greatly improve
the playability of the game. In the

Spectrum version, whenever a character

dies (and that includes you) all his or her

possessions are taken from him and
distributed at random amongst the

game's locations.

Unfortunately a number of these loca-

tions are inaccessible to the majority of

the characters, and after a while the

game begins to get a bit dull as the

population is stripped irrevocably of its

possessions.

The difference in the 64 version is that

whenever someone dies, their posses-

sions are randomly distributed amongst
the other characters.

This is a definite improvement in the

game, and you soon notice that other

people are interacting much more.

swapping keys, throwing wine bottles at

each other, and generally carrying on in

just the uncivilised way that you would
expect gods and goddesses to behave.

Finally, of course, the graphics on the

Commodore machine are an improve-

ment. But not much ofan improvement,
I have to add. Some ofthe characters are

better depicted, and of course the 64’s

sprite facility helps with animation.

Otherwise don’t expect anything spe-

cial.

There's no doubt it, Valhalla on the 64
IS a better game, though it may not look

much different at first sight. It remains a

complex challenge that will need a lot of

thought and gameplay ifyou're going to

unravel its secrets.

Every week Legend, who produce
Valhalla, are flooded with letters from

people who have just one question. ‘I’ve

sat down and watched everything hap-

pening on the screen, but what do 1 do?'
they cry. This month the White Wizard
has decided to let you all in on some of

the game’s secrets.

Although the graphics remain the

most obvious attraction of the game,
Valhalla has a number of subtler attrac-

tions, many of which are never even

guessed at by the people who play it. It's

these game secrets that really make the

program stand out as the winner it is.

What really sets Valhalla apart from
other adventures is the role of the

characters in the game. There are no less

than 36, each with his own attributes of
goodness, badness, strength, bravery,

intelligence, and charisma. The key to

success in the game is the manipulation

of these characters.

The first thing to realise is that any
character can be ‘brainwashed’ into

thinking he or she is someone quite

different. Take Loki, for example. He
starts off as a baddie, but he can still be
very useful to you in the game.

In order to brainwash Loki, or any
other character, you could proceed as

follows. First, by attacking a number of

minor goodies yoiu can win Loki’s

favour. You can then order Loki to start

attacking baddies and - Loki joins the

ranks of the virtuous. It can’t be stressed

too much unless you have the right

characters on your side, you cannot
succeed in all the quests.

Next tip, and an obvious one. Make a

map. Don't be fooled by the apparent

layout of the world you find yourself in.

To save you the trouble of finding out,

the While Wizard warns you that

Valhalla is divided into 81 locations,

arranged on a 9 by 9 grid. Many of these

locations are only accessible if you can
fulfill certain conditions.

To find out what these conditions arc,

you should regularly ask for HELP in

every location. After a while you will see

that the conditions fall into three main
categories. Either you must have a cer-

tain object with you, ora certain charac-

ter. Alternatively, the opposite might be

the case, and you will be able to go in a

certain direction if you don’t have, for

example, a ring, or ifa particular charac-

There is a third condition, the most

difficult of the three, and often HELP
doesn’t help much in this case. On these



Adventureworld

Other adventures on the 64? Well,
there’s Valhalla now, of course - re-
viewed elsewhere in this section, and
Commodore have just brought out the
Infocom disk-based games for the stun-
ning price of £11.95 (they used to
change hands at around £30.00). And
then there's ... well, I can't go on
forever, otherwise owners of other
machines will be hurling fireballs at me.

‘So few adventures for the 64', Mr
Venus? Just keep your eyes glued to
these pages over the next few months
and I think you’ll soon find there's
enough to keep you busy.
BBC owners are certainly being kept

busier than they used to be on the
adventure front. Virgin have just brough
out Sea Advenlurc. and then there’s the
D&D-type program from ISP, Monsters
andMagic.

else. There aren't many graphics adven-
tures for the Beeb because of the limited
memory, and generally you either get
tricky games or pretty pictures, but not
both. In Sea Adventure you get the
pretty pictures.

Virgin call this game 'a text adventure
with graphics location', but it’s really a
collection ofgraphic location with a few
bits of text. You don’t even type in
commands, but instead enter them by
pressing function keys, each of which
has been assigned a particular meaning.
No need to be a mathematician to work
out that that means only 10 possible
inputs, and since six of these are for
directions (N,S,E,W,U,D) that leaves
ony four possible courses of action in
each location.

Well, I suppose you could argue that
there isn't much to do in a lifeboat,
which is where you find yourself in this
program. Lost at sea after your ship was
sunk by killer whales, you’d be forgiven
for thinking that the most exciting eve
took place before you started playing.
Sea Adventure is another hard-t

map game, but there aren’t many loc

tons. I have to admit, though, that I

enjoyed the pretty pictures and even had
a laugh or two when I was made to walk
the plank by a petulant pirate, bul
otherwise this isn’t exactly keep-you-
up-till-two-in-the-moming stuff.

Sea Adventure should probably keep
the younger kids happy - after all, they
can’t stay up till 2a.m. anyway, but us
older kids should steer clear.

That leaves Monsters and Magic,
from ISP. This is another one of those
D&D-type games where you choose a
character and rush off into caverns
where Balrogs do not, as a rule, fear

tread. You then endure numerous com-
bat routines of the 'Dire Wolf takes
huge chunk out of your left leg - Yo
lose 10,000 hit points' variety. All thi

just for a few measly gems, and eve
more measly 'experience points'.

Monsters and Magi
category,

of the complexity of

occasions you will find that you can
only proceed in a certain direction
WITH one object/character AND
WITHOUTanother.

Now perhaps you’re beginning to see
just how tricky this game is. But don’t
despair. The White Wizard has a few
clues to helpyou on yourway..

.

QUEST l.OFNIR
Legend’s tip: Darkness in Midgard.
Hmmm... You should be able to crack
this one by yourself. No help here,
except that you’ll need someone with a

bit ofmuscle to giveyou a hand.

QUEST 2. DRAPNIR
Legend’s tip: So many choices, you
could sink into the pits of despair. The
choices won’t be apparent to you unless
you’re canying Ofnir, but you'll have to
get rid of it if you;re going to succeed.
Give Ofnir to a friendly character and
then when you need it back, summon
him/herand ask for it. Easy, isn't it?

QUEST 3. SKORNIR
Legend's tip: A peculiar start, a difficult

decision, the bald man needs defence. I

White Wizard's tip - Peculiar? Well,
let's just say a bit odd, and the bald mi
is lackingsomethingother than hair.

QUEST 4. SKALIR
Finally, an exclusive clue to help you
find Skalir, the fourth quest. This tip

comes from Legend's John Peel, make
sense of it ifyou can: The den of thievery
- magically light-fingered but magically
defended - you will find yourself it

trouble.

Andthebestofluck!

£1500 OF TAPESMUSTBE WON
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The Wizard's

Klartz. The relics lie scattered in diffe-

rent time zones which you must explore

with the aid ofyourtime capsule.

Last time I wrote about Klartz, I

concluded that it was too easy by half.

Mike’s letter points out quite rightly that

I was completely fooled by a number of

red herrings in the program and in fact

never got very far at all. The White

Wizard turned very red at this point, and

spent the week-end casting ‘remove

warts' spells (a particularly nasty one.

that) as a penance.

Klartz is an unusual game because it

combines one or two very easy puzzles

with a couple of fiendishly difficult

ones. I'm sorry, Mark, but the White

Wizard isn't word-perfect on the Com-
munion service! Excommunicated for

magical practises, this wasn't a part of

the game 1 was too successful at. As for

you other Dragon owners, if that's got

you intrigued the game is available from

Dawn is now breaking over the Misty

Mountains and it’s time for the White

Wizard to pop his staff in the umbrella

stand and take a nap. Tread carefully in

dark places, and may all your Balrogs

be . . . well . . . small ones.

Daniel Gilbert's 1024 points in Twin
j

Kingdom Valley, mentioned in the June

issue, has provoked a storm of corres-

pondence and the White Wizard has

been forced to employ a few extra
|

gnomes to empty the mailbags.

David Sprall. Mark Ormiston. and

Steve Gray are members of the 'Secret of

Life Club’ with one thing in common -

they are all puzzled by wooden rods and

bridges over canyons. The bridge over

the canyon appears in the advertisement

forthegame.
Well my fellow adventurers, help is at

hand. The White Wizard would refer

you to that classic game Adventure in

which you will find both a black rod and

a chasm - but no bridge. Ironically.

Steven Gray hints at the solution in his

own letter: i solved Twin Kingdom

Valley without finding any use for the

word “Wave", which presumably serves

some purpose as I got “Nothing hap-

pens" whenever I used it. Is it used on its

own, or with a noun? I also found no

use for the short wooden rod to be

found near the Forest King’s Hall.'

Need I say more?
Other TKV top scorers include

Andrew McDaid, Stephen McNeil, Ju-

lian Venus. J. Tomlin, Stuart Hender-

son, and Paul Sellen. Thanks for your

letters, friends, and 1 wish you luck in all

your adventuring.

This month's helpful hints

Once again the White Wizard comes to

the rescue, with pearls ofwisdom to cast

before harrassed adventurers.

Use the Clue Code at the end of each

problem to identify a square on the grid.

Starting at that position, read every

second letter until you have a complete

sentence.

When you reach the end of a row, go

back to the beginning of the next one

and carry on. If you reach the bottom of

]
the grid, start again at the top.

1. Having trouble with the law in

I Urban Upstart? Here's a tip to get you

out of jail. (Clue Code C2)

2. Stuck in the room with a grill in

Salamander’s Lost in Space? Try going

up in the world with this timely hint.

(Clue Code Al)

ADVENTURENEWS ADVENTURENEWS

Artie are breaking with

tradition and releasing a

graphic adventure, Eye

of Baine, for the Spec-

trum at £6.95. Unlike

their earlier text-only

games, this program fea-

tures 36 graphic loca-

tions which you will visit

in your efforts to escape

from natives in the jungle

and find the legendary

Eye of Baine.

the second in the series

of games featuring the

Marvel superheroes, fol-

lowing on from The

Hulk (reviewed last

issue). 1

tional hold the rights to o

all the characters for the 1c

next ten years, so games- p
ters can expect a steady ti

flow of titles on a wide fi

range ofmachines. C

c

Computer movie a

Legend are busy working (

on the follow-up to

Valhalla and the prog-

ram should be launched

in September/October of

this year. ‘It’s another

step in the development

of what we call the com-

Legend’s John Peel.

•Valhalla 2 will demol-

ish once and for all the

difference between

arcade and adventure

September
Sherlock

Melbourne House are

due to launch Sherlock

Holmes on September
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QUALITY ARCADE ACTION GAMES FOR THE

COMMODORE 64/E7.95
QflUlKlOtli *

The earth is being <
invaded by an alien * _
force, the GALAXIONS have
arrived from a dying planet, determined
to destroy civilization as we know it.

They come In formation, swooping and
diving towards the planet earth. You and
you alone can save mankind from the
terrifying destruction the aliens threaten

:)iOUII! turijcWcocuc

Guide Thomas the cat
along the 13 walls of SOLAR

street to his lady friend,

j^who awaits him on the e
rail, but beware of

the flying boots,
bottles and mops, which a

w of the hazards you will encounter.

days of old when
knights were bold and
the sheriff was In power,*
to play this game guide Robin Hood,
to Marian locked up in the tower.

f Guide Boris up the ladders, to collect a c
from the top of the screen, but beware! the
bogy men are out to get you. He must return

to the bottom of the screen, avoiding the
bogy men and insert the coin in the electric

meter. The lights w
' come on enabling you

F to see the pitch fork, ai

after retrieving it, kill the

is empty tummy,
at guard honey

pots are sharpening up
it stings as teddy fills hi!

*mpty turn sweet melodys

UNEXPANDED VIC20
£5-00 HMthiiM £5-00

$<xamU*. £5*00 GflLflXIOItS £5*00
CUNFIGHT £5*00
nSTBWXS £5*00 £6*00

B & I6K EXPANDED VIC20
£7.95

i available mail order P&P included

from the above address. Orders sent by return post.

Also available from all good computer shops. *





PCC Hotline

The Commander comes back on a mixed bag of readers' phone-ins

:amonth!TheHotlii.w and the Voice Recognit
:4 hours a day, processing c

bugs, hi-scores, playing lips, i

Here’s this month’s piece
of the action, folks. Don’t
forget, I’m on call by day or
night on 01-636 5911. Speak
up, don’t be shy, and remem-
ber to leave your name and
address.

Real rubbish
I thought I’d tell you about a
real rubbish game I got for
Christmas. It’s Bug-Byte’s
Sea Lord for the BBC B. You
can easily finish every screen
by just facing your man up-
wards and keeping your
finger on the fire button. Still,

Jason Whittaker, Kenilworth

Never look a gift horse in the
mouth, Jason, even if it is a
ea-horse. Sea Lord has
ome reasonable graphics,
'ut I agree it lacks a bit on
playability. Now ij only
whoever gave you the prog-

i had checked our re-

tvs first -we looked at Sea
Lord back in February, and
it didn't exactly get rave rat-

commander)
CHANCEalH

Exact copy?
I want to complain about
Mastertronic’s Spectrum
game Gnasher. 1 think it’s a
mplete rip-off because it’s

i exact copy of R&R’s game
of the same name - so that’s

not verygood is it?

JayWayser, Orpington

Ahem, lay, I have news for
you. Mastertronic’s Gnasher
IS R&R’s Gnasher. The two
companies have an agree-

it that allows Mastertro-
• to sell Gnasher (and

Spectipede) and pay a royal-
ty fee to R&R - and who’s
complaining? R&R’s ver-
sion^costs nearly twice as

has been inundated with calls,

ion Digitiser has been working
omplaints about rip-off games,
ind much, much more.

False alarm
Hello, this is Jeff Minter. I’d

like to report some missing
llamas. Hello, this is Jeff Min-
ter, I’d like to report some
missing llamas. Hello, this is

Jeff Minter...

Anon

Hello, this is Commander
Chance. I'd like to report an
Unidentified Talking Wally.

Everyone knows that feff
keeps his llamas under close
observation. Sheep, now. are
another matter...

Not aMaxed...
I’d like to complain about
your Good Buy charts. I am
of course referring to

Maziacs. I bought it and you
let me waste £6.95 - you said
it was excellent but it’s total

rubbish. And what about Atic
Atac and fet Set Willy which
you missed out?
Stephen Bachelor. South
Shields

It’s a pity you dislike
Maziacs. We still think it’s a
great game. Atic Atac and Jet
Set Willy both appeared on
the Good Buy charts in the
July issue.

PCG show, please
1 want to know when there’s

going to be a PCG show up
North - Bradford, or some-
where round there. All com-
puter shows seem to be down
South. It’s a long way to travel

just fora show.
Matthew Carroll, Bradford

I know it’s tough, Matthew,
especially if you don’t have
Warp Drive on your Cortina,
but here at PCG we are
looking at the possibility of
doing something up North.
Keep your fingers crossed.

Freeze the egg
I just scored 280,150 on
Chuckle Egg by A&F Soft-

ware for the BBC. Could you
also tell me what rulings there
are on doing things like freeze

buttons etc. during play?
Thanks.
Stephen Galchrest, Dulwich

The Chamber Master

;

should not use the freeze
keys during the game. There
are times when even games
o/Chuckie Egg must be inter-

rupted. However. Stephen, I

am afraid that you will need
a lot more practise before
you are summoned to the
Challenge Chamber - top
score on the Beeb version of
this game stands at
5,127,530.’

Blitz bug
1 think I’ve found a b_0 ...

Anirog’s Star Defence. If you
press 7, hundreds of little

UFO’s appear and start firing.

You can get huge scores by
pressing SHIFT and RE-
TURN. SHIFT makes you in-

visible and invulnerable, and
then RETURN blows them all

up! Using this method, my
Dad and I scored 120,926.

Chris Firth, Walthamstow

Boy.' What a clean-out!Any- I

one else checked out this

bug? Or any others, for that
|

Amusing Upstart
I’d like to say how funny I

think Richard Shepherd’s
Urban Upstart is - especially

getting nicked for indecent
exposure. It's a great family

game, and I'd recommend it

to anybody who likes fun
games or adventures.

Scott White, Bradford
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no hiding place

For the uninitiated, Gridrunner is a fast,

furious and loud shoot-'em-up. On the

red grid you control a laser base which

can move horizontally and vertically.

Streaming down at you are the Droids,

rather like the creatures in Centipede.

At the intersections of the grid's lines

the Droids lay eggs which, if you don’t

give them a thorough zapping, will emit

unstoppable plasma bolts. As if that

weren't enough there are X, Y Zappers

movingalong the side and bottom ofthe

grid: get caught in their crossfire and

you've had it.

As the contestants settled down to

their respective machines Bell suddenly

asked for the colour to be switched off:

i play in black and white,’ he stoutly

said. His wish was the Chamber Mas-
ter's command, and the match took

place with one colour and one
monochrome set. So at 5.05pm a fear-

some crashing noise duly announced
the commencement of hostilities in the

Challenge Chamber. Joysticks were per-

ched on legs, eyes fixed on screens and

in next to no time the first of many grids

had been zapped.

It was a mass slaughter - the alien

hordes descended obliviously into a

veritable storm ofaccurate laser fire.

Tension
But there was tension in the air. After

only two minutes a nervous laugh from

Blunt announced that he had lost his

first life. Moments later he lost another -

an inauspicious start. It even crossed

the Chamber Master's mind that he
might have a Wally of the Month. But it

was not to be: Blunt showed true grit

and recovered well from his disastrous

Meanwhile, in glorious monochrome,
Bell was confidently and methodically

killing everything in sight. At 5.12 he

reached 100,000 with nine men left.

Suddenly, things began to go wrong for

him as well. He lost a life as he was

caught in the dreaded X,Y Zappers and
then lost another almost immediately.

As they advanced to 130,000 both

grids were swarming with crazy droids.

B & B dodged and climbed with amaz-

ing speed and dexterity, but the nerves

were really telling now and they were

both losing lives rapidly.

Blunt was the first to go, groaning in

disbelief as he died on 191,940. 'Believe

it or not’, he said - and the Chamber
Master did believe him - 'this was the

first time I've got under 200,000 since

the first day of 1983.'

Beil still had four lives left but with

the competition gone he seemed to lose

interest and faded rapidly until, at 5.20.

the droids finally got him on 767,440.

Re-match
Both men knew they had performed

well below their best: both men, the

Chamber Master knew, deserved a re-
'

This time both of them passed

100,000 without losing a life. Droids to

the left of them, Droids to the right of

them - but they did not flinch.

On through the 200,000 barrier they

went, still with a plentiful supply of

lives. But, inevitably, mortality caught

up with them. On 267,000 Blunt finally

expired. Bell, though, pressed on
heroically. He broke 300.000 but

couldn’t quite make it to 400, passing

away far from quietly on 378,000.

In the crucible of the Challenge

Chamber the fear is that you'll melt in

the heat. But for B & B the temperature

just stiffened the sinews and summoned
up the blood. Courage, dexterity and

tenacity were demonstrated in abund-

ance. What more can you ask?



Challenge Chamber

Crazy tips and loony letters

the Gridrunnershoot-out!

*INGTHEDROIDS

The scores to beat
FORBIDDEN FOREST
COMMODORE 64
*586.280 Jonathan Kenny. Thetford. Norfol
* 324.287 J.D. Lister. Slalybridge. Cheshire
* 323,007 Kevin Leonard. Pontypridd. Wale:

GRIDRUNNER VIC 20
*447.900 Steven Bell. Barking. London
* 330,970 Steven Blunt, Farnborough, Hants
* 309,820 Graham Fox, Manchester

REVENGE OF THE MUTANT
CAMELS
COMMODORE 64
* 1 .885.000 Tom Burton. Swelling. Suffolk
*1,530,819 Alan Bilsborough. Glasgow
* 1 .420,000 Steven Finlay. Kirealdy. Scotlanc

CHUCKIE EGG SPECTRUM
* 4,001 ,390 Paul I loare. Croydon
* 1,745,660 Nigel Brant. Mellon Mowbray.

Leicestershire

*1.094.140 Bernard Murphy. Halifax

JET PAC VIC 20
* 183,800 Michael Parkhouse, Swansea
* 1 39,920 Nick Torkington. Oldham
* 135,660 M. Edwards, Bakewcll. Derbyshire

LUNARJETMAN SPECTRUM



POST COUPON NOW TO:-

Active Software

MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE

Beach Head

Bruce Lee

Solo Flight

NATO Commando
Spitfire Ace

Dallas Quest

Caverns of Khafka

221 CANNOCK ROAD,
CHADSMOOR, CANNOCK

STAFFS WS 1 1 2DD
® (05435)3577

Phone or send for comprehensive catalogue

SSSSSSS£



ForCommodore 64
Tand 2 players/joystick required YourTuba-tootin’mad

musicalchase!

HesWare actionplay
FORyou: power-toots on your tuba, an invisibility escape-
button and 4 lives. AGAINSTyou: six mad instruments
from the Cymbomb to the Pianha, all trying to trap you

' In a maze ofmusical notes. BEFOREyou:
points to score. 4 starting levels, 21

different play-patterns ofever increasing
difficulty. POWER PLAY: greatgraphics

and musical sounds.

Foryourcopy of Rootin Tootin'

Send me (tick as required)

C My local stockist's address

C Your lull list ofgames

p— copy/ies of this game
at£9.95 each £

Method of payment
By cheque or PO (no cash) made
payable to TECS

By Access or

- Barclaycard

Enter card no. Sign below:

To: Thom EMI ComputerSoftware
Distributors, 296 Farnborough Road,
Famborough, Hants,GUM 7NF.
Phone: (0252) 518364.

,»w^viK>cYvniiin^.iueiys. APCG3

1

C”TEB DISTRIBUTORS FOR, CREATIVE SPARKS / HESWARE / IUS / MAJNSTREET/ TOTL/ DATAMASTER / HI



SinCLfllRZHSPECTBUm SinCLfllR ZHSPECTRtm

H01U TO BUV THE RIGHT PERIPHERAL

FORVOURSPECTRUm!
The Spectrum Peripherals Guide by Ian Scales

Maximise your Spectrum's potential

The success ofthe Spectrum has

spawned a bewildering array of

competing products to enhance and
expand the capabilities ofthe

world's most popular micro.

This new paperback provides the

data you need to cut your way
through the jungle. Ian Scales

explains the function and
characteristics ofeach type of

accessory available, giving you the

information needed to assess your
requirements, evaluate the

advertising claims and make an
informed purchase decision.

Reviews ofselected examples of

each type of peripheral are

included within this comprehensive

guide to current products and
suppliers. SF'

Credit cardsaccepted.

GETMORE OUT OFYOURMCJK3 WITH_
_

""""^"craSBOOHS
CUSTOMER CHECKUST POSTNOW. NOSTAMPNEEDEDTo Pi I, FREEPOST. PO Box 109. Hrah Wycombe

acks indicated 1 understand I may relurn

• A FULLREFUND.

NAMECMr/Mrs/Mtss/Ms)

The Spectrum Peripherals

Guide® £4.96

j j

60 Programs lorlheZX

I enclose my chequerpostal order Tor £ payable lo Pan Books Lid or debtl my Access^

Barclaycard/Vtsa/Trusicard Accounl no
|



bbc micro bbc micro bbc moo

THEULTimOTE

PROGRflmmER'S
TOOLKIT

A brand now book ‘INVALUABLE UnLITIES FOR THE BBC MICRO’
* Utilities to take the pain out of

* Utilities to explore the hidden
depths ofyour Beeb...

* Utilities to customise your
machine and upgrade your
programming capacity. .

.

In thisjop quality paperback bv
leffAughton is a collection of tools
for the serious programmer. It pro-
vides the complete software toolkit
needed to construct efficient

programs, and the weapons you
require to disassemble them and
annihilate the bugs.

Among the utilities included: The
Dissembler - delving deeper into the
machine code ROM's of your Beeb
A Music Processor - teach your micro
to beep in tune. Bad Program Fix -
resurrect your fatally wounded code.

Sorts - efficiently order your indexes
and files with this nippy little routine.

teletext PictureEditor - Create your
own Prestel frames with this innovative

graphics system.

Other books foryourBeeb alsofrom
Pan/PCN: 60 Programs for the BBC
Micro (£5.9S), Instant Arcade Games
for the BBC Micro (£3.95), The
Companion to the BBC Micro (£4.95).

Available from your local computer
book stockist or by returning the

BB8SSW
Bssssr""sa
SSCESSL

.-9H MICRO WITH...

BKmicftO books”
WOSTAMPNEEDED lb Pan Books Lid.

ihem within 10 days il mlluUy wsl^aiS reo^Vtm'SgiiwD.'"''





DUCKWORTH
HOME COMPUTING

29w
The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, LondonNW 1 7DY

Tel: 01-485 3484

Commodore 64
& BBC ‘Model B’

OF KEVIN TOMS' No. 1 Football Game

FOOTBALL MANAGER
Football Manager

Earn money from
your computer- full or

part time - from your
office or your home

Excellent money is now

being made

For details send large S.A .E. to:-

Home Computer Earners Centre

South Bank House
Black Prince Road
London SE1 7SJ
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day Napoleon,staging intergalactic time-travelling battles or

I
f you have bit blasted too many aliens for o

dratted maxe in the new adventure you’ve bou;

well your computer will fly through the windo

computer games a rest. Load in a strategy game

would have run the Roman Empire. Tat *”

through time and fight out battles in 01

heard off.

War games with scenarios similar to

the above as well as many others can be

found for nearly every micro. Some

games will allow you to play against the

computer. In others you have to pit

against a partner: why not have a go

killing your beloved brother, wife etc

In fact buying war games could lead

the end of family argument.- — "

know them. Whole families c

crowded around the television

to see who will win the War of the Ros

and settle the latest family feud.

Until very recently
* "f * l'“

puter-moderated war —

r

ped over from the US. All of these,

although of very good quality, tended t

be of a very high price. A number •

t to see just how
these 'normal’

it how well you

ditions are left to the players a g
could last five minutes, five hours

until you wish to end.

Confrontation is an excellent gi

available on a number of popular

ros. Because the scenario is left up tc

player it is an ideal program for I

beginner and expert wargamer.

has its own particular use, forexample it

would be of very little use trying to

destroy a plane with a paratrooper, but

rid be the flak guns can easily inflict damage

on enemy aircraft.

The playing area is very clear with

rivers, mountains, cities, bridges and

other useful landmarks displayed.

ship- Pieces on the board belonging to each
.l

—

player are only displayed when they are

.„ actually being moved, which means that

of if the players agree not to look at the TV
v pro- while the enemy is moving you will not

ill mar- know which piece is what type of unit

i their before it is adjacent. All pieces are

feature represented by a little picture when they

n these are being controlled. The number of

squares they can be moved and their

e really type are displayed at the bottom of the

gaming screen.
.

marxet are ujuiiuuen. «iu» ..om this One of the nicest and fairly original

company are available for nearly every features this game offers is the option to

machine: Commodores. BBCs. Dragons design your own scenario. Once the

etc. Most of them seem to make a first program has loaded there is no map

appearance on the Spectrum and arc held in memory and you can load the

converted onto the other machines at a one supplied by Lothlorien or design

laterdate. one of your own. Map design is very

, easy: the cursor keys are used to move a
Conventional warfare cursor around the playing area and the

Confrontation is possibly one of the designer can place cities, rivers, moun-

most popular games from this Stock- tains etc by pressing the appropriate

port-based company. This is a two play- key.

er game of conventional 20th century Because the map can be designed by

warfare. One player controls the Blue the user there are no set victory condi-

forces and the other playerthe Red . One tions. You can play until all forces have

nice feature of this game is the option to been destroyed for a set number of

play on a black and white TV set. If you moves, until a particular point is cap-

wish to play in black and white, the tured; in fact the list of possibilities is

pieces of the player on the left hand side almost endless. Since the finishing con-

of the screen are shown in inverse to
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amount of i

forward planning

: yourselfup with

that when the computer is piayir



PCO Special War Games

other games The Fall of Rome
does not give you the feeling that you are

atually in control. If you had a little

more control of how each legion fought

then you would have a better game.

Instead you get the impression that you

having an exercise in entering num-

Heavy metal
Kriegspiel from Beyond Software runs

on the Dragon 32 and is one of the few

games around that exploits graphic faci-

lities to the full.

The scenario puts you in control of a

heavy tank division. You have the op-

tion of your opponent either being

another player or the computer. Whoev-
er plays, the object of the game is to

capture the other player’s city HQ. All
’ e action takes place on a high resolu-

in map that scrolls around the screen,

I which means that the battlefield is

actually much bigger than the small area

e different maps are

,
; consist of four heavy

tanks, five light tanks and six infantry. It

is possible to increase the number of

playing pieces up to 25, after every

round the player in control of the most
friendly towns will gain extra men.

It is possible to enter all ofyour moves

by either the keyboard or by using a

joystick. Use of a joystick makes all

entries to the computer very quick and
speeds up play considerably.

Probably one of the most original

aspects of this game is the way in which

the weather affects play. It’s realistic -

and very annoying. You just think that

you are about to mjke a surprise attack

on an enemy when it begins to rain and
you find all your powers of movement
halved. If it snows, for example, your
movement is halved and you have no
transport.

The instructions supplied with the

game are very clear, therefore a beginner

to war games should soon be playing. So
that you can tell which area is which on
the map a key is given on the instruc-

tions; remember it’s a lot harder to move
through a forest than through a desert.

This is a very well-presented game
and its clear, colourful graphics should

appeal to everyone. If you are a Dragon
owner then you should buy this game
just so that you edn see what your

machine is really capable of. For those

of us who don’t own a Dragon, would

Beyond please bring out versions for

other machines.

Probably one of the most popular war
games that you can buy is Apocalypse

from Games Workshop. Red Shift are

producing the computer game version

ofApocalypse under licence.

102 PC GAMES

World War III

If you are one of those unfortunate

people who have never played Apocaly-

pse then the subtitle given to the game
should give you the whole story: The

Game Of Nuclear Devastation. You
are told, however, that use of nuclear

weapons could cause a catastrophic

Apocalypse allows between one and

four players to take part, however, if

only one player is involved he will have

to take two sides, the computer will not

play against you.

Each player is given a certain amount

of power points, the number he gets

depending on how many cnetres he

occupies and the type of land that his

There are three different maps pro-

vided with the game for your warfare to

take place upon. These maps cover

areas such as Britain, Europe and Lon-

don. Red Shift have realised the poten-

tial of this game and are producing

expansion cassettes containing more!

maps. Expansion maps cover areas such

as US, Galactic, Napoleon’s Campaigns
and War in the Pacific. The BBC version

does not yet have all the expansion

packs available.

The maps used in Apocalypse cover

most of the screen and arc very clear.

The map shows all the occupied areas

and under which player's control they

are. When making moves it is possible to

move a cursor around the screen and an

exploded view of the cursor position is

given, showing which forces are situated

there. This is very easy to use but tends

to be a little slow and it is easy to forget

which forces you have where, it’s a large

playingarea to try to find out every time.

The only ‘major’ flaw in this game wa
found in the BBC version. The symbol

of each of the players is positioned on
any area he owns. Quite regularly the

background colour was the same as t'

character's piece making it difficult

see exactly who was in control of the

take quite a time

beginner to master play. The instruc-

tions are good and clear and give exam-

ples wherever possible. The fact that you

can purchase extra maps should add to

the length of time before this game is put

on the shelfand forgotten about.

25th Century raiders
Rebelstar Raiders comes from the sam
stable as Apocalypse. This game taks

place in the 25th centuiy. You are given

three different scenarios: Moonbase,
Starligdale and the Final Assault. Two
players are needed to play, each having

control of between 20 to 30 characters.

Every character in this game has his/its

own name and weapon and characteris-

tics.

All inputs to the computer are very

easy. To get information on a particular

character all you need to do is place the

cursor over the player in question and

press the I key. If you wish to find out

about the character's weapon you press

the P key.

Because each of the maps is different,

the victory conditions differ although a

specific object has to be destroyed or

protected in each ofthem.

This is a game that you need at least an

hour to play, but it is worth it when you

guide one of your men around a corner

and blast three of your opponent’s men
into little pieces. Rebelstar Raiders is a

challenging and very enjoyablegame.
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WHAT

MICRO?

All the fun of the Dr Bamardo's
birthday party: Balloon race.

What Micro? fun run, airship, peddle

car rally, funfair.

‘Rood Whot Micro? la* the first dua, or

listen out on LBC Young London

raaMiHiaHBHiiaHiaia

iEGSEEiS 3SHDD
SQuSBBEnEHQDGSDa

QQQBQ QB BBS)

BEAT THE

CROWDS AND
SAVE MONEY.

lb: What Micro?
Ticketsc/oSue Holliday

62 Oxford Street. London WlA 2HG

oupTicketsat
.00 each llOor morel

cheque, made payabl



Where can you get them?
Y rom all good bookshops. Or fill in the coupon below and return it to Pan Books Ltd FREEPOSTPO Box 109, 14/26 Baker Street, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2TD.

Forimmediate 24 hourservice phone 01-200 0200 and use your credit card

GETMORE OUT OFYOUR MICRO WITH. .

.

ELfCTROn BOOKS

I enclose my cheque/postal order

SE3 - I

Signature,

SO Prot

P E R S 0 U A L

ivariable within UK only Pan 1
Reg.9t.mon No »59i

ELECTROn
PANAND PERSONAL COMPUTERNEWS PRESENT

ESSEffllftL BOOKS FOR VOUR
ELECTROn

THE COMPANION TO THE ELECTRON
Ail Electron enthusiasts will find this book an
invaluable guide whatever their experience and
expectations.

Jeremiah Jones and Geoff Wheelwright have
combined their computing expertise to provide
an essential reference book which covers the
inbuilt capabilities of the Electron and explores
the expansion possibilities of this superb machine.
Graphics, sound, word-processing and
peripherals, games and utilities are all described,
explained and analysed enabling the user to
unleash the full explosive power
of the Electron.

SIXTYPROGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRON
Explosive games , dynamic graphics and

e all featured in thisnew

The most successful software writers have pooled
their talents m this specially commissioned
collection which takes BASIC to the limits and
beyond.
Whether you are a games player or a serious user
here's the book to make your micro work for you.



BUT WHERE?

\ SIGNIFICANT NEW LAUNCH FOR THE SPECTI

REVELATION
E START OF A NEW ERA OF CBM64 GAM”'

HERE AND HERE AND He

Actual screen dump from the game!
Return to Prehistoric times, fight tooth and nail

for your survival against Pteradactyls and
Tyrannosauruses. "Some of the best cartoon

animation yet"
48K Spectrum £5.95 (also for the CBM64 and

Dragon 32).

Its a real revelation!

Battle your way through 42 mysterious caverns, meet

over 30 demons on your way to prevent the crowning

of the Monster of the Apocalypse!

CBM64 £7.95 (Disc version soon).

BOOTS; WEBSTERS;W.H.SMITH;MENZIES; TIGER; MICRODEALER; PCS; LIGHTNING;

STAGE ONE; TWANG; WYND UR; BULLDOG; AND OTHER FINE SOURCES.



&&&&m fA
Trapped in a fiendish Level 9 Adventure?
Your lamp burning low? Every exit guarded?
You need escape plans! Send for one of Level 9’s

saf new clue sheets for help. The clue sheets are
e and each answers hundreds of questions: follow

the instructions supplied with your adventure to get
3 .

(Don’t forget to send a stamped self-addressed
.../elope and tell us which game you have.)

producers of qualify adventure software. All their adventures
a,e text only, but because of a special coding they have
sveloped, the amount of description and the number of
ications packed in 32K is truly amazing."

— Midweek, 10 May 84

"Quicksilva call themselves the 'Game Lords'. V
That might be open to argument. But there can be Jji
no doubt that Pete Austin and the team at Level 9 Kj
are the 'Lords of Adventure'.

— Central Press Features, April 84

"Play Lords of Time and get nine times the pleasure!

'

— Your Computer, May 84

If you local dealer doesn't stock Level 9
adventures yet, ask him to contact us or:

Centresoft, Drake Distribution, Ferranti &
Craig, Hi-Tech, Lime Tree, Microdeal, R&R or
Wonderbridge.

Level 9 Computing
Colossal Adventure: the original mainframe
adventure with 70 extra locations

Adventure Quest: an epic journey across the
weird landscape of Middle Earth

j

Dungeon Adventure: a truly massive game i

,

which completes the Middle Earth Trilogy [ i



War ravages Helix as the superpowers clash on all fronts

THEFINAL

. e. After its capture by the

Union last month, Lorilon has been

errun once again and its factories are

w busy supporting the Dominion war

effort.

Union leaders may be regretting that

they did not retreat south from Lc'~
to Bikonia, a country that is

seriously undermanned. Things

The Union ofGolathic States

The Rorkian Federation

The Commune ofMargrand

The Lorkonist Dominion
Each of the four powers controls a

certain number of the planet Helix’s 32

countries. Their aim is to capture more

territory, and any power which manages

gain control
** l”lf "f

the planet (i.e.

PCG readers playing the game are

allocated to a superpower. They must

then decide how each of the countries

controlled by their power should move

and vote accordingly. The possible

moves are:

BUILD ARMIES
BUILD MISSILES
BUILD SHELTERS
BUILD FACTORIES
SUPPLY (another country)

REINFORCE (a neighbouring country)

LAUNCH (missiles)

ATTACK (usingarmies)

After the votes have been counted by

the computer the moves which received

most votes are acted on. Once all

four powers’ moves for each country

have been worked out, the computer

the game’s detailed rules to calcu-

late the result.

Most exciting of all, however, is the

election of the war-lords. Each month

the computer will nominate those play-

ers from each superpower who sug-

gested the most effective policies. War-

Lords, will have their names printed in

the magazine and, most importantly,

will have their voting strengths in-

creased for future games.

War-lords of the Federation must be

jngratulating themselves on the cap-

,v„v^,6 --ire of Knephet with a loss of only two

retreat south from Lorilon armies. The Federation is now the only

power to have consolidated its territor-

ies, opening up exciting possibilities.

Fargrim, for example, is relatively secure
black for the Uni_.., ..

Looking at the situation in the south-

east readers sensibly voted to reinforce

Yinkan. which now harbours an im-

pressive 37 armies. No doubt the fur will

be flying on the Eastern plains next

nonth. Your votes will decide the out-

and could therefore be used to supply <

reinforce outlying countries which may

be at greater risk.

The Commune is rubbing its hands

with glee after conquering Rorglia with

the loss of only one army. What’s more,

they have therefore acquired three mis-

siles which could do a lot of damage to

the neighbouring Dominion territories.

Tigron and Warrish were involved in

an inconclusive skirmish on the Eastern

front. The Federation marched south on

Warrish, but the Dominion launched a

pre-emptive missile strike on the aggres-

sor, and at the end ofthe day Tigron lost

no less than nine Federation armies.

Warrish had no cause to celebrate

however. In the skirmish it managed to

remain under Dominion control, but

lost no less than 11 armies. Warrish



The Final Conflict f.

commanders FEDERATION
fidenl following the ominous buil
of Union forces in Yinkan.
Next month looks set to be the

exciting round yet. Get voting!

Tigron AW. Upland AK, Vindrish AK,
Dweria BA, Fargrim BA

COMMUNE
Borgonia BA, Calyris BM, Droom BA,
Norland AR, Zorg AR. AberstrofBA

UNION
Lorilon BA, Pugrosh RY, Quithlin RY,
Yinkan BA, Bikonia BA, Chare BA _

FEDERATION

re they are - the final orders Carrie
I by each country, as decided by yoi

DOMINION
Elmet BA, Iskrand B
Olgrish AL, Warrish LT.

Congratulations to R B Williams of



AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL, 100's OFTITLES AVAILABLE!

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME. WRITE OR RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS



SOFTWAREMERCHANDISERS. DISTRIBUTORS,
IMPORT/EXPORT

Games, Utilities, Educational and Business Software from the U.K.'s leadinq
software houses.

Joysticks, Interfaces, Cassette Loaders and Accessories.

Blank Data Cassettes-.

Our Prices are amongst the most competitive in the Country!
PLUS, we provide effective display units. Best sellers lists.
New release information and offer a 24 hour U.K. delivery service, includinq
Saturdays.

Write or Phone for our Dealer pack and details of unbelievably low prices on
Quickshots and other accessories.

THEBULLDOG RECORD Co. Bank Chambers, 56 High Street,
Congleton, Cheshire CW12 1BA. Tel. (02602) 7761

1

Telex: 666916 Answerback Code: MET G—V.
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"Ziggy turned, his fingers clutching the trigger of his capsule gun,

something had startled him or had it?

\ He looked back, he had grown very tired from his many exploits in
,

\ THE PYRAMID negotiating 120 different chambers and coming face to

face witrrsagne pretty nasty aliens.

No sodnkr than he had accomplished this mission, he was

summoned ®|ime Lord Hamilton (known as Super Ham to his friends) to

go to DOOMSDAY CASTLE and to save the Universe from the infinitely

evil ScarthaxRhis being no small task took several megayears. By this time

Ziggy was completely exhausted, his capsuleipattered, dented and

wobbling as he limps in the direction of home, areal super

hero of our time. Unable to leave the Universe undefended

he radfoed his great friend and colleague Beaky on the

planet of Crackit to stand guard until his return.

allow him to leave c_rac«it until ne nas reareu enuuyi i u muss lu uyi m. un u it

Eggsnatchers. In order to crack it, he must pass

through 12 different stages each getting

progressively harder.

Sowe have it, Ziggy returning home
for a complete refit under the illusion

that Beaky is defending the Universe,

it can't take Beaky that long

secure his own species

and when will

Ziggy be
back ?"

SPECTRUM 48K: COMMODORE 64K:-

The fyramid £6.50The Fyramid £5.50 The fyramid £6.50

Beaky & The Eggsnatchers £5.50 Beaky & The Eggsnatchers £5.!

Doomsday Castle £6.50 DiscVersions £9.50

railable from all good software outlets*

FANTASY SOFTWARE,
Fauconberg Lodge. 27ASt..George's Road,

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.

Telephone (0242) 583361.

Trade enquiries welcome. <,U



DON'TMISS THE
MAGNIFICENTSEVENTH

VIEW ONCOMPUTERS
fw.AT THE P. SHOW

If you're really interested in the world of
micro-computers there's only one place to be in September.TU“ - >t popular micro-computer show in the worldme most popular micro-computer show in the world. .

The 7th Personal Computer World Show at Olympia 2 Nw?
from September 20th to the 23rd. N,

Mingle with the giants of the micro world. Find out
what's new and up and coming your way. We think you'll
profit from the experience.

So if you want to be in the know, you know where to be
in September

Thegreatestmicro
showon earth.

!T) £2.50 p.p. Please apply (or your advance tickets to: Montbuild, 11 Manchester Square. London W1 Telephone: 01-4861951



SPECIAL OFFER:

Bridge Player and both

Bridge Tutors—£18.95
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
Aardvark 37
ATM Software 87
Acorn 2&3
Active Software 94
Addictive Games 107

Alligata 68
Audiogenic 1BC

Beau Jollys 48/49
Beyond Software 90/106/107
Bowies IFC

Cheetah Marketing 56

C.K. Supplies 116

Creative Sparks 74/89/82

Computer Dungeon 44

CP Software 114

Cygnus Two 94

Discount Computer Centre 110
Duckworth 107
Durell Software 4

File Sixty 28

Haresoft Ltd 88
Hewson Consultants 66
Home Computer Earners 99

Interceptor OBC

Level 9 99
Llamasoft 70
Logic 3 67

Martech Games 14
Microdeal 26
Micropower 67/69/71
Miles Better Software 94

National Software Library 37
New Generation 52

Oasis S/ware 49

Palace Software 81
Personal ComputerWorld
Show 89

Slogger S/warc 44
Sophisticated Games 94

Taskset 41
Thorn EMI 79

Ultimate 24

Woking Computer Centre 37
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NCS NATIONAL COMPUTER SUPPLIES

THUMB FIRE
BUTTON

SUPER COMFORTABLE
HANDGRIP

TRIGGER FIRE
BUTTON

AUXILIARY FIRE
BUTTON FOR
LEFT OR RIGHT HANDS"

AUTO-FIRE

_ SWITCH ON/OFF
(MODEL VC 102 ONLY)

SUCTION FEET

I WISH TOORDER

mm cu.J-j’JiyiiiJ
FOR USE WITH
• ATARI 400 & 800 COMPUTERS
• ATARI VIDEO GAME SYSTEM
• COMMODORE 20 & 64 COMPUTERS
• NEC PC-6001 COMPUTER
• SEARS VIDEOARCADE SYSTEM
• SPECTRAVIDEO SV300 SERIES
COMPUTERS

DEVONIA HOUSE
HIGH STREET
WORLE
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
AVON
TEL: (0934) 516246

WE ALSO STOCK SOFTWARE • RIBBONS • PAPER • CABLES







STAR
RAIDERS

Ace programmer JeH Minter is mega-zapped
by Atari's deep-space 3D game

Alone in deep space. All is quiet. In the early days of the Atari 400/800,
Looking out the viewpoint, the many Ataris were bought just so this

d™, hy as
y°V cru«se game could be played. The impressive

serenely in the hard vacuum of interstel- 3-D ‘out of the cockpit window 1

display
lar space. Reaching out to your control attracted the attention in the shop, and
panel you display Galactic Map. Expert- once the prospective buyer had actually
y scanning the gridded screen, you spot experienced the fiery battle with the

°?e °fy°ur Base
J
Stars

.

Zylons, it was too late: Star Raiders
Swiftly you feed the co-ordinates into addiction had set in

your warp computer and kick in the Many have tried to imitate Star Raid-
anve. the stars rush by, lengthening to ers. and all have failed to produce the
streaks as the warp engine hurls your superb feel' of the Atari game. This
ship towards the FTL jump, then - makes it strange that Atari themselves,
hyperspace - you re through and the whilst converting their arcade titles onto
Battle Computer is giving ‘red alert’, the popular micros, have chosen toYou engage shields and cut in the ignore their best game. I'd love to see it
targeting computer, then, watchingyour runningona’64 1

rTgC the enemy in an When y°u
'

re next writi"8 a 8ame and

t o . ,

complain that you haven't enough
bo begins Star Raiders

,
perhaps the memory, remember that Star Raiders

most exhilarating video game yet de- was written in 8k including all graphics
es, and sound data. Considering the depth
of and complexity of the game that is an

,rp incredible piece of programming.

Running on the Atari machines
the game is best described as a sor
real-time Star Trek. All the features an
there; Galactic map, long- and short
range scanners, basestars etc. The differ
ence lies in the fact that Star Raiders

:

presented in an arcade-type game foi

mat. The result is a game which con
bines strategy and arcade games intc
one game beside which Defender, Pac-

Any unfortunate Atari owners who
don’t already have Star Raiders should
put down this magazine now, rush out
and buy it IMMEDIATELY. Owners of
other machines should harass Atarisoft
mercilessly until a conversion is forth-
coming. And Atari should advertise theJ X 7,

" U‘ T“, raL ~ coming. Ana Atari should advertise the
a"d Donkey Kong pale into mere fact that they have the finest home

insignificance. computergame in existence

P.S. I know this is very enthusiastic, through Star Raiders addiction as a
but I actually know a bit about games required partoftheirtraining.Onlyafter
and whereas you might not want to play passing through this experience can you
Raiders for more than 2 minutes, I am comprehend the nature of the video
aware of the true nature ofwhat makes a game universe. Regards.
game addictive. Everyone should go

JeffMinter

AUGUST 1984
PCGAMIS 119



SENDTOs Valhalla Competition, Personal Compuler Games.
Evelyn House. 62 Oxford Street. LONDON. Wl A2HG

|

My screen-shot caption is (max 30 words):

My computer is (circle one only) Spectrum 4BK Commodore 64.



DONTJUST SITTHERE -

PLAY SOMETHING!

AZTEC CHALLENGE
A challenge on an epic scale! Aztec Challenge
takes you on o journey to Mexico and the ancient
pyramid of Tenochtitlan, The ancient Aztec gods
and their devotees have ensured that noordinary
human can team the secrets of the temple and live

to tell the tale. The pyramid is protected by all

manner of treocherous traps and hidden perils an epic test ofyourcourage
and cunning. Aztec Challenge features no less than seven totally different
screens - here are just three of them - each of which presents a brand new
challenge. We hope your joystick can stand up to itl

SS019

i slinky
'

SS020

^udioqemc^
P.O. BOX 88. READING, BERKS.

ON CASSETTE £8.95
ON DISK £12.95

irthe commodore

SEND FOR FREECOLOUR CATALOGUE!



IAN GRAY

SUITABLE FOR THE

NOW WITH FAST LOADING

^THE GREEN. TADLEY, HAMPSHIRE
{ TEL (073561 71145


